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HONEY CREEK RE ORT 
TATE PARK 
O N RA THBUN LAKE 
es ina iori~ . 
• 1 05 spoc1ous guest rooms & suites 
• Lake-view & walk-out pot1o 
rooms available 
• Fitness room 
• G1h shop 
• Complimentary w1reless h1gh-speed 
1nternet access 
• 50 boot slips, launch, fishing 
pier and beach 
• 6,500 sq ft conference center w1th 
complete conference services with and 
state-of-the-art technology 
• RV pork with 20 full-service hook-ups 
and use of resort facilities 
• Outdoor recreation for every season 
• 9 7 mdes of scen1c interpretive/nature 
trails w1th hiking, biking and 
bird-watching opportunities 
RATHBUN THE PRESERVE 
ON ~A TH&UN LAKl 
18 chompronsh rp holes with 
bent gross tees, greens, & fairways 
15,000 sq f1. prrote-themed 
rndoor water pork 
Full-servrce restaurant & lounge 
feoturrng Amerrcon fore 
IOWA STATE PARKS 
1 0468 185th Avenue, Moravia, Iowa 52571 
Located 1n south-centro/Iowa on the shores of Rathbun Lake 
www.honeycreekresort.com • 877.677.3344 
IOWA DEPARTMENT O F NATURAL RESOURCES WWWIOWAONR GOV 
_, 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
Log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins adjoin Yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish, 
cross-country ski, snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. 
To view model cabin or for more 
information call 56 3-538-9290 
GO ONLINE 24 HOURS AT 
www.iowanaturestore.com 
or call toll-free 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
866.41 0.0230 
Proceeds go to 
Iowa's State Parks 
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PTesenr.d by the Worthen Eerth Search•,. of Hancock County, IL 
For mora fnformetlon conflict : M ille Shuma te 573-518-4739 
• 1011'11'5 only National Cemetery • AYt'llrd '1nnln~ •Bani~ of Pea Ridge" 
<:l~il \l'ar Reenactment • Architectural Splendor • \lInter home of the 
l .lrge~t concentration of Bald Eagle, on the Mi.,.,h~ippl Rh er 
• Mu:.eum '> a nd much morel 
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C oNTRIBUTORS 
STEVEN RINELLA i-. tlw author of The 
Srat•enger's Crtnde to Haute Cutstlll' Hi-. writin~ 
h,,.., appl•,tn•d in Outside \fens joumal, Field 
and "Jtream, llotl'lzunter, \ ·ew forker. American 
ill ntagc and thl' anthologll'-. nze Best Amerzcan 
Trat·el Unting 2003 and Best Food Untzng 
2006. Hl• i-. currently at work on a book about 
the American bi-.on. He t->Tew up in Twm Lake. 
~!ida . and -.plih hi-. time between :'\lontana and 
Ala-.ka. u 11 wstrreunnella.com 
Wildlifl' arli"t MICHAEL SIEVE grew up on 
llw prairil·s ol 'iouthwl ... tt rn \lmnesota and 
n·n·iwd hi-. art training at <..,outhwest '-Jtat~: 
Univer-.it} in :\larshall, :\1mn H1s st) le 1s 
dictatl·d b} his kinship '"ith the outdoors. Sicw 
i-. a nwmbt•r of dozt•n-. of consenation groups 
and ha-. :ts-.i-.lt'd raising millions of dollar-. 
for naturl' b} dt>-.1gning 0\ er 20 conser\'ation 
stamps and pnnts and donating artwork. 
JEN WILSON 1s a travel and features \HJter 
ba..,l'd 111 Dl s Moines. ITer work appears in 
National Geographic Trat'eler. Frommer's 
Hudgrt J'rm·cl. f\Izduoest Litmg anC: Esquzrc. 
'Jlai.., story mark-. the seventh time she's been 
..,t·nt fi..,hing on a-.signment without catching 
a thing. Plt'a'>t' ..,t·nd fishing tips and ad\iC'l· to 
zdlsonlwffi'msn rom 
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I u c. onN r\t .111cl•·nh.mn. our n •.tur,tl rt ourre-~ in cuoJX·ra-
llon w1th mdav•clu.ll ... ,md urg.uut..ltjon' tu IIUfUO\t•lhl' qualit) 
o( lilt.•lor luv •• ut· .uult·n ur t ,, h-J.!'<H:~ for luturt· gt.·nt"ration':". 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
\\'t• 'tll\'t.' tu opt·n lht' cluo1 to l lh. bt'illll) ;mel UlllQUt"n(!ss 
nl lnwa' natural rt•suUrll•s, uhptr< penplt· to gel out'tdl' 
• md t.·xpt·n~ ·nu· lu\\,1 .uul to ntol JV,llt tHitclour~mindt.•d 
C.: l llll'll~ lu 1111tlt r .I. wei .md t.. .1rc. (nr our natur.tl resourcl'' 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
l ht• 1\t't'IH·rs ul llu I .1ncl pruvram llLtldlt'' volunlt>er ... 
\\tlh n.ttur.tl n. ouru s.._r\an· nt·l'ds -..t..ah·\Hcle 
{.rJVt IMl ~. tu Ju~. 1 s l.uul ~. Y...ih"rs .tnd -..hie-.. 
( .til 'i I !>-28 l-0~7~ tu rnalr h yuur tnlt·re'h v. tlh nt"eds 
ur \'I tl ~"' ~ •. , ' ·r olllu·hnd org 
HOW TO DONATE 
t hanl,,blo '""' •I ntl I nd guod' and 
'•·rv•r• 'gn .ttl) t nhanlt."S lo\\.t'S outdnor hnng 
l onlil<l l>J~no• l·nrd-Sh"'''"' .11 515-2.~1-63-11 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
llw ll'R :-.~.uun Stun nth" 1ppu<l and gilh 
\\llh prulih lm '"'"' p.u k' Ordt•r unhnt• at 
W\\\\-.tn\\,tn.tturc. .. tor~.-.nun 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
' 
I o ... ub,r n bl· nr fnr ,my -..ub·.e,:nptton 1 ..sue' or 
QUt''l""'' r,tll 1 800 361 8072 \ lutul.t)' l hrnu~:h Frida) 
from 7" m. In II Jl.lll ur "nkt·ntb 8 .t rn It> li J> Ill . 
I·ur ~·· ' "'"- 111 prun·-. ... tns,:, ph·~•'~ havt• .an is!'->Ul' \\lth 
ol lllailtng ],lht•l .tv.tll.thh .tl It lilt' ul r .tiJ l"n purrha-.• 
"singlt•rur>\ lur S.l oil, 1 til '. IS.:?!! I 51111! 
LEARN MORE 
Our \\t:bpagt• \\~ IU'"·'dnr !''' lo.uJt·d Y..llh 
tnforrn.ltton fur all tlJ:t.'s •. mel tu 1 tis hu\ hu nscs, fe'St"f\l" 
..·amp ... ttt·-.. or le.trn mort• 1bnu1 our t"n\ 1rnmnt-nt unhn•• 
Thoughts on Nature's Wrath 
This past year-again-our state has been brutally 
reminded of the power of \Vind and v.ater So many 
are personally affected, and recovery will be long in 
rebuilding our infrastructure. homC'~ and busine~ses, 
and spirit YC't I am confident we will 
While' touring Iowa City and Cedar Rapids as 
floodwaters just began to recede, I heard the comment, 
"Man, nature can be mean." Although I empathize with 
the person's losses, I could not agree \\ith his statement. 
Nature is what it is, and cannot be "good" or "bad." 
In the words of author Seth Norman, 
DIRECTO_R'S MESSAGE 4--
"Eventually, most of us figure out tlzat tt's people, not ~ 
nature, who create morality, values, etlzics-and even 
the idea itself that nature is worth preserving. 
We choose to be shepherds or stewards, or we don't 
We !we wisely-preserving water and air 
and everything else intrznstc to tlte equations we're only beginning to understand-or we won't, 
tn wlzich case Nature wzll fill the vacuum we leave Size is exqznsrte, and utterly indifferent." 
After our immediate attention to pubhc health and safety t"i"iUes. protecting against loss of life 
and dest ruction of property, our thoughts turn toward rC'covery. \Vork continues on rebuilding 
our homes, our roads and bridges, our economy, our agricultural lands and our natural assets. 
And hopefully, we are embarking on paths that lead to sustainability. 
One of the key considerations is not only how we reduce future flooding. it is how \\e avoid 
the magnitude of flood damage<:-. 111 the future. The} arc called "floodplains" for a reason; they 
flood. The frequency and magnitude of flooding ha.., been increasing dramaticall) in the last 
15 years, a trend most scientists and climatologists believe' will continue and perhaps accelerate. 
So what is the best way to plan for the next one? "Nature herself has met many of the 
problems that now beset us, and she has usually solved them in her own successful way. 'Where 
man has been intelligen t e nough to observe and to emulate' Nature he, too, is often rewarded 
with success," wrote Rachel Carson in Silent Spring. 
I believe in th is philosophy. We need to embrace our rivers, not try to rein them in. How high 
we build levees may not be the appropriate question. Perhaps we should ask the question of 
where we put the levees, right next to the river or farther up the floodplain elevation, allowing 
the r iver room to expand and contract, or if we need to build more levees at all. Proactive 
planning with the thoug ht that floods will again occur, regardless of our control techniques, 
could g rea tly decrease costs in human suffe ring, economic loss and environmental devastation. 
We have good examples of this, as Davenport and Rock Is land, Ill. have done' afte r recent 
floods , by establishing parks, rive rwalks and other nonrestrictive uses next to the river. Even 
with future noods , mos t of their human endeavors will be protec ted, and in the meantime, they 
enjoy a wonderfully accessible and useful rive rfron t. WC' have the knowledge of how to develop 
our riverfronts in this fashion, and we have the resources. Let's commit ourselves to this type 
of sus tainable , fi scally respons ible and nature-fri endly view of our rivers. 
RICHARD LEOPOLD, Oirec r o f the Iowa DNR 
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T oGETHER 
Help native bluebirds, learn Iowa's top bike rides 
for fall color and discover why Leaves change color. 
M YTH BUSTERS 
Wlzats tlze truth belmzd bats and rabies? Do woolly 
bear catcrpz/lars really predict winter seventy? 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
Stay lzydratrd Ill falls dner air. Learn how to beat Fido on 
a country bike nde Keep birds safe from feeder-spread germs 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
Meet a 93-year-o/d livmg Legacy in Huxley, see how tlze 
U of fuses nature to rid cafeteria waste and meet an 
Oskaloosa woman devoted to spreading prazrie seed statewide. 
L osT IN IOWA 
Grt u·tld 111 rugged Yellow Rwer Forest with an outdoorsy 
rouplrs getaway before the crush of holiday season oblzgatwns. 
M Y BACKYARD 
At pemms per mile in energy use, electric cars are sparkmg 
wtth buyers in Ames. See autos that break the 200 mpg barrier. 
WrLD CUISINE 
Spared by floods, Iowa City's Devotay offers stuffed pheasant 
and smoked trout mousse recipes. Get outside foraging for 
tropical-Like pawpaw fruit. 
f.. 1\D A R. 't"A TT • 
Meet a crllter snug as a bug inside the goldenrod plant 
W ARDEN'S DIARY 
DEPARTMENTS 
6 
THER 
The greatest spectacle in an Iowa birder's season 
is arguable, but listen to jaclyn Hill of Ellsworth talk, 
and it's easy to tell what hers is. Mention bluebirds 
and her voice raises a pitch and the words flow like the 
bird's tu'wlzeet-tudu call itself. The undisputed queen of 
bluebirds believes if other Iowans take time to learn more 
about this bird, they'll discover a fascinating, educational 
activity that will bring young and old together. 
Bluebird numbers reached critical status in the mid-
1900s due to habitat destruction, pesticide usc and nest 
predation from non-native house sparrows and European 
starlings. But populations are recovering, thanks to 
growing interest in their protection. Most notable are 
bird lovers' commitments to providing bluebird nest trails 
and monitoring their use. 
HABITAT 
Establishing a bluebird trail can be fun and reward ing. 
, Habitat is the most important factor in establishing a 
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Their sweet 
calls and 
shimmering 
beau are 
worth t e 
effort 
trail. says Hill, who has 
garnered numerous awards 
for her bluebird conser vation 
wor k and founded and edits the Iowa 
Bluebird Directory. Open rural country 
with sparse ground cover is best. Grass must 
be mowed weekly to aid in finding food. Avoid pesticide 
use. Suitable perch sites, like a high wir e or tree branch. 
should also be available to faci litate foragi ng. If bluebirds 
do not fi nd suitable habitat, they probably will not use 
your boxes, Hill says. 
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PREDATOR CONTROL 
Predato r control is also c ritical, and Hill goes to 
g reat le ngths to protect her birds. Avoid brushy and 
heavily wooded areas-habitat of competi ng birds 
that pierce bluebird eggs with their beaks o r de-;troy 
c hick->. ~leer clear of farmsteads and feedlots where 
the hou->e sparrow, also called the English sparrow, 
thriv<·s. Mount nest boxes on PVC conduit pipe-never 
wood-to deter predators. 
LOCATION 
Prop<•r monitoring a nd spacing of nest boxes increases 
chances for <;uccessful bluebird trails. Mount boxes 
so the e ntrance is five to six feet above g round. Face 
boxes away from prevailing winds, ideally toward a tree 
or s hrub within 100 feet of the box. This provides e asy 
access for young birds leaving the nes t. Boxes s hould 
be spaced at least 100 to 150 yards apart. Some expe rts 
recommend placing boxes in pairs about 25 feet apart, 
with each pair 100 to 150 yards apart. Make sure boxes 
arc in place by March 1 for these blue marvels who 
e njoy ea rly nesting. 
MONITORING 
IIill and other bird pros agree that monitoring nest boxes 
and reporting findings is critical to the bluebird's future. 
lt''S abo rewarding, as it makes fo r fun family walks and 
teaches children the basics of keeping records. If you 
don't have time to monitor, it might not be wise to s tart a 
trail Check boxes at least weekly throughout the nesting 
sca<;on, but not after nestlings are 12 to 14 days old so 
fledglings aren't prompted to leave the box too soon. 
Protect Iowa bluebirds by reporting nestmg succfss and 
failures Box plans, trail location tips and simple-to-
complete monitoringfomzs are available at www.iowadnr 
gov/wildlife/ files/bbird.html. Instructions for returning the 
szmple information are 011 the forms Return data by Nov. 1 
for incluszon in the directory. 
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Northeast Iowa · J , 
This corner of the state is not only tops for fall color, tis ltmestonc bluffs and deep vaife;s ooze with regionat character. • 
. . . 
For cyclists, the area's famed hills provide challenging clunbs and whtte knuckle desce fl:l s. ln fairn ess; dozens of are~ 
roads offer vivid autumn color and great vit>ws for rider" of all skill levels, so get aa venturous and explore the region . 
f • 
Some rides can be strenuous, but the rewards arc hilltop views and '>tecp, t'ar.~popping.descC'nts. · 
DECORAH TO BLUFFTON - MODERATE 
"Wtthout a doubt. this is one of the first I'd recomnwnd," 
says Ben ~hockey of Decorah Bicycles. With t\\o good 
clunbs on the Bluffton Road, riders soak in hilltop views 
of dense woods rich m maple reds and view" across tr<'<'· 
"tuddcd valle} s Roundtrip is 22 miles Take Polt• Ltne 
Road acro"s Htglw .. ay 52 on the north side of Decorah, 
following stgns to Bluffton on W20. Or choose the gran•) 
road to Bluffton parallel to the highway with its old iron 
bridges across the Vpper Iowa River wit's a favorite 
ride up here," he -sa}"' Other picks Graq~J roads from 
Decorah to Dorchest<.r. Htghlandvtllc or <..,atry. ''Anytim<• 
you hl'ad toward those tov .. ns }OU have prt>tl} rid<·s." 
SO-MILE CLAYTON COUNTY LOOPS- STRENUOUS 
I.oops .tn great for long ndes, or ridden as short 
segnwnts. J{yan Tenge of Elkader expects to put 12,000 
miles on his bikt' this year and knows area ndes by !wart. 
From Elkad<•r, take X3C blacktop, on the River Bluffs 
Sc<·n ic Byway, to Garber (13 miles), then C7X for a st<'<'P 
d<'SC<'nt into (,uttenberg (12 miles) and C43 to Oslerdock 
to stop for a ft'>h taco at the general store Head south on 
X-17 and r<'join X3C back to Elkader and grab '>onwthing 
cold at F<•nrH lly'-; Irish Pub. 
A s<>roncl 50-mile loop from Elkader vta Volga, \\adena. 
Elgin and Cl<·rmonl offers "one of my favorite loops for 
fall foliage and bluff views," says Tenge The descent 
into Volga overlooks a huge valley, forests and pastun·s. 
A big drop into I· lgin offers coasters a chance to hit 50 
mph, ttwn take a rest for antique shops in Clermont or 
a sid<• jaunt up the hill to Montauk, the htstonc Governor 
Larrabee mansion. The ride home via Gunder offers a 
1-pound Gunderburger at the Irish Shantt. 
HERITAGE TRAIL, DUBUQUE COUNTY- EASY 
Wtth compact gravel and rest facilities, this flat route is 
an Pasy family ride past 450 foot deep valleys, old lead 
mines, mill towns and r ugged woodlands. Mosey down 26 
miles of a once bustling railroad line from Dyersville to 
Dubuque· for numerous overlooks of the Little Maquoketa, 
she< r limestone bluffs, fossi l collecting and interpretive 
sites. West of Epworth, the surrounding terrain flattens 
with fields and prairie. 
www.dubuquecounty.com/ Heri tageTrail.cfm 
GREAT RIVER ROAD- EASY TO STRENUOUS 
"Iowa has 28 towns alo ng the length of the Mississippt 
River," says Mar k Wyatt of the Iowa Bicycle Coalttion 
He's ridden the enti r e Mississippi River T rail from New 
. . /'( 
I • 
Albin to Keo ktit{ •"These a re wo ndt·rful river tow ns \)sed 
to welcoming visitors for many years," he says. W'Ya't · 
touts the fantastic sections around Pikes Peak ~~V.t;.'P~Tk) 
tn Clayton County and Balltown in Dubuque C (,1U."l.Y·~ 
"It ts very htlly "A calorie-burning 12 P<'rn•nt g r.acl e near 
Ball town makEs for challengtng dimbs or <·xh.ncrating 
descents for thrill seekers. and the nice, 6-foot-wide 
paved shoulders make a beautiful bik< rid<•. Wyatt also 
ridt•s K<.•okuk to C\lontrose on little us< d Ilighv .. ·ay 96. 
"Montrose has a wonderful riverfront park \'>ilh picnic 
areas and a clam shell button museum." 
Other Iowa Rides 
SOUTHWEST IOWA TACO RIDE- EASY 
Htl tlw crushed limestone Wabash ·r race from Council 
Bluffs to Mmeola for the 19-milc roundtnp nde lht ough 
lett aced I ocss Hills, woodlands, fields and pa,tur<• Up 
to a thousand riders journey to the Mineola ~tt'ak IIouse 
for the l'hursday night special-a basket of tacos A tree 
and 'ihtub ltne along the way add color Butlt on the 
lornwr \\abash Railroad bed. "It'" a gravel trail, but fairly 
Oat," sa}s \\yalt "People show up after work to hit the 
\\'abash-tht're ts no set time." he sa}s Find the trailhead 
tn Council Bluffs at the corner of U <.., 275 and Last ~outh 
Om,tha Bridge Road. south of I<H\a's ~chool for the Deaf. 
EAST CENTRAL FALL HARVEST- EASY 
\\atch the fascinattng Amish harvest with horst•s pulling 
hat Vl'sters, steel wheel tractors and old style farming 
at its best Ride southwest from Iowa Ctty's Napoleon 
Park at~ Gilbert Street on W66, then take paved F62 
to Frytown and W38 to Wellman for a 52 mile loop. 
CYCLING RESOURCES 
• The guidebook, Biking Iowa: 50 Great Road Trips and Tra 
R1des by Bob Morgan of Cedar Falls is a must wrth rts detailed 
maps, stops along the way and rnsrgh ts on trarls rde nature and 
history. 136 pages, $19.95. Order at www.trailsbooks.com 
• wwwb1ke10wa.com offers group nde informatron, maps, trarllin":>.~ 
and drscussion boards, with links to brke shops and brke clubs. 
• www.Mississ1pp1nvertrai/ org-From the headwaters to the 
Gulf, the 3,000-mrle trarl follows the Father of Waters 
• www oneotarivercycles.com routes offers Decorah area maps, 
drstances and vertrcal profiles. 
· www iowab1kes com, the Iowa DOT site to order free brke 
maps, exrstrng and planned trarls and biking safety 
• ww mhf org/iowatrails, find 43 trail maps, facts and locallrnks. 
• 
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Amer1ca has come a long way the last 250 years. Back then, huntmg 
mvolved muskets or bows, prmtmg used moveable type, plantmg mvolved 
horses, f1res were fought with buckets and floodmg was fought With 
sand bags. Now we have hundreds of patents on fire f1ghtmg equipment, 
electrOniC commun1cat1on, a1r conditioned tractors With satellite-guided 
plantmg programs, GPS and sonar devices for huntmg and f1shmg, and 
we f1ght floods w1th Sclndbags. What IS wrong with th1s picture? 
I spend a lot of time ranting about labor-savmg dev1ces. L1ke the day 
I f1rst saw the ad for the motonzed cooler. That dev1ce ellmmates the need 
to walk between the car and the picnic table m the park I wonder, JUSt how 
lazy can we get? I know our crusade to create labor savmg dev1ces has gone 
too far ... but m the sandbag mstance 1t hasn't gone anywhere and 1t should . 
I grew up in Waterloo. As a teen, I often JOined c1ty workers, the Nat1onal 
Guard and other citizens to deal with spnng floods. It was an adventure and 
as regular as prom. As an adult I stacked bags dropped from helicopters at 
the Des Momes Water Works in '93. During the "Flood of '08" I stacked bags 
as well, all the wh1le thmking there has to be a better way. 
So now Iowa IS dealmg w1th compromised or lost homes, crops, 
businesses, parks and tra1ls. I know our focus m 2008 needs to be on th1s 
recovery, but we need to also look ahead. It IS t1me for Iowa to plan for 
the Flood of 2020 and beyond Wh1ch bnngs me back to the sandbag. 
Newer synthetiC bags are less porous than burlap, but our technology 
IS hundreds of years old! It 1s time we create new weapons. Maybe It Will 
look l1ke a large Lego that two workers can lift or use those long s1lage tubes 
you see around the Iowa countryside. When I f1rst started thmkmg of th1s 
I thought storage m1ght be an issue .. but w1th proper engmeenng the tool 
could have dual uses and then it could be everywhere. 
Enroute to a sandbag site last June I saw a cargo container bemg lifted 
mto place. lmagme mterlocking shipping contamers or dumpsters filled 
w1th sand or other substance thus creating a thiCk and heavy 8-foot wall 
m mmutes I could see a competition held at Iowa State Un1vers1ty m 
conJunction with the Army Corps of Engineers to test such dev1ces. The 
benefit for our environment and hea lth could be enormous We should 
still redes1gn our commun1t1es to concede flood plams to greenways, 
parks and trails and remforce ex1stmg levees But 1t IS t1me to relegate 
the sandbag to a minor role 
I often advocate that Iowa become a leader m reengmeenng phys1cal 
act1v1ty into our rout1ne. In th1s one case I w1sh to suggest that Iowa lead 
the charge to el1mmate one backbreaking rout1ne and establish a method 
of fight1ng nsmg waters that could save Iowa b1llions. 
Tim l.anP is the fitness consultant with the Iowa Department of 
Public lfpaftlt . A marathoner,/ormer director of the Nationa/St1 
Patrol, climber and t•o//eyba/1 coach, he has ryrled across Amcnca 
oncr and lou.•a 25 tnnes. He's a regular on RAGHRAI. Tim also 
helped drsign and promotes Lighten Up Iowa. 
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chitdren 's nature questions 
BY A. JAY WINTER 
A. jay Winter educates up to 20.000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR 's trawzng specialist at the 
Springbrook Conservatton Education CPnter 
Why do leaves change color? 
- PAM, AGE 7 
There is much speculation and folklon• associatc·d 
with the spectacular colors Iowans t•njoy every 1~111 in our 
hardwood foresh. '1ome belicVt• the change b caused by 
\\arm days foiiO\~ed b~ cool night--. Otlwr-.. ft•t•l it b due 
to the changmg length of dav-.., while other-.. dte soil 
acidity and tree location '-,onw say t'!Vl's paint thL' forL st-. 
Actually the color is alu·ays tlwn'. ju-..t ma-..kt•d by 
chlorophyll-the green compound n·sponsible for the 
manufacture of foods in plants Chlorophyll breaks down 
in sunlight and JS constant)\ replaet•d. As long as the plant 
actively grows. enough 1s produCl·d to keL'p lt',IVes green . 
Changing color is assonat(•d with dormanC) Longer 
n1ghts trigger the product1on of phytochrome and the 
onset of dormancy. Chlorophyll production drops. green 
color fades and bright reds. orangL's, purplt•s and yellows 
ah~ay..; present are unmaskL'd. 
Leaf color depends on the pignw nt pn•sl'nt and the leaf 
sap acidity. When thts procLss starts and ho\~ t>arl; and 
bnlliant the color., depend on the region of tht state and 
fall weather conditw ns. Cool nights dt•-..troy thlorophyll 
quickly. but freez ing te mpt>ratures inhibit production of 
n·d pigment:>. Cloudy davs and \\arnwr night-- produce 
less bnlliant colors because L hlorophyll break-.. down 
more s low)) \rind and rain may cau-..L' early kaf drop. 
So m th1s case, everyone is right in part.. .. exceptlor 
the elf believers 
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The incidence of rabies in wild bat populations is likely less 
than 'h of 1 percent. In a recent Indiana study, none of 259 wild, 
free-flying big brown bats tested pos1t1ve for rab1es. The p1cture 
is different for h1gh-risk bats-those turned in for testing because 
they are 111, injured or acting strangely According to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. 6 percent of all high-risk bats and 
28 percent of skunks tested nationally were infected with rab1es. 
Skunks are the most likely land-bound rab1es carrier The Iowa 
Hyg1en1c Lab shows less than 3 percent of bats were positive for 
rabies out of 469 high-nsk bats turned in for testing m 2007 
While people tend to fear rab1es, chances of bemg m a car 
acc1dent are much h1gher. Nationwide, an estimated 20,000 to 
40,000 people receive the life-saving post-rabies exposure shots 
each year. Although rab1es IS a fatal disease, only three Americans 
per year d1e from rab1es Contrast that with the fact that every 
four mmutes, someone dies due to a preventable InJury However, 
people should use caution when faced with any wild mammal or 
strangely actmg domestic mammal and contact the~r health care 
IT'S GONNA BE A 
LONG WINTER BYSHELLYCODNER 
THE BANDED WOOLLY BEAR, a common caterpillar, IS the species 
that, according to legend, can predict the harshness of the 
upcoming winter Accordmg to th1s belief, the longer the black at 
the ends of the body, the more severe the upcoming w1nter will be. 
A scientific study performed in the fall of 1948 by Or. C. H. 
Curran, curator of msects at the Amencan Museum of Natural 
History m New York City, perpetuated this belief. Curran col lected 
as many caterpillars as he could in one day at New York's Bear 
Mountain State Park, determined the average number of reddish 
brown segments and forecast the upcommg wmter weather via 
The New York Herald Tflbune 
H1s experiment, which he continued over the next e1ght years, 
attempted to scientifically prove the woolly bear's meteorological 
skills. The resultmg publicity made the woolly bear the most 
famous and most recogn1zable caterpillar in North Amenca 
However, Curran's experimental controls were fuzzy at best 
Smce that time scientists, including those at Iowa State University's 
Department of Entomology, d1sm1ss the connection between 
YTHBUSTERS 
prov1der, including their veterinarian 1f bitten or exposed to saliva. 
National rabies recommendations are more conservative for 
bats versus other animals, in part as bites can be very small 
and may not be noticeable. So contact your health provider, 
if bitten, If someone wakes up with a bat m the room, or if 
children or incapacitated people are found m a room with a 
bat. If possible, capture the bat with a net while wearmg heavy 
gloves and submit it for testing If rabies can't be ruled out by 
testing, treatment IS no longer the pamful affair 1t was 20 years 
ago, but now mvolves only six shots 1n the arm 
People with bats in living areas of the1r home should 
check w1th Bat Conservation International (www.batcon .org) 
for removal tips. If exposed, consult the Department 
of Public Health at (BOO) 362-2736 or the State Patrol 
at (5 15) 323-4360 after hours For an1mal testing, call 
the University of Iowa Hygienic Lab (319) 335-4500 
and the Iowa State Un1vers1ty Vetennary 
Diagnostic Lab (515) 294 -1950. 
woolly bears and weather, provmg that the w1dth of the bands has 
more to do w1th the age of the caterpillar and mo1sture conditions 
during 1ts development. 
The fact that woolly bear coloring has to do w1th age 
and mo1sture doesn't dampen the Woolly Bear Fest1vals that 
communities such as Verm1l1on, Oh1o, Banner Elk, N C and 
Lewisburg, Pa host annually Festivities include parades, woolly 
bear races and "offic1al" declarations of the woolly bear 's forecast. 
- - - - - - ~ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV +- - -- - - - -
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STAY HYDRATED 
IN DRY AIR ~ 
Autumn hiking, cycling, paddling 
and trai l running can mask 
sweating. After a hot, humid 
summer, autumn's dry air can 
evaporate sweat as quickly as it 
forms, and you could dehydrate 
faster than you realize. Take 
plenty of water to stay hydrated. 
New generation containers 
use stainless steel. not plastic, 
to eliminate the ch emical BPA 
leached from polycarbonate 
plastic bottles. 
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To protect your 
backyard birds 
from bacteria 
and disease 
from rotting food, shells 
and droppings on the 
ground below feeders 
use an indoor/outdoor 
shop vacuum to suck up 
materials in minutes. To 
san1tize feeders, empty 
contents and soak feeder 
in solution of one part 
bleach to 10 parts water. 
Rinse, dry and refill. 
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L E G LEADER FOR NATURE 
BILL HORINE, HUXLEY 
lifelong conservation work continues for 93-year-old Iowan 
Btll Henne ts a mdfl of a rrull on stones At 93. he's sui• add.ng to tre collection 1-loqne has 
backed 1way from a h,.mg•y Alaskan brown bear standtng JUSt 20 feet away Hes pattently 
watched bald eagles pluck mallards out of open water He wa5 mstrumentalrn creating 
the Story County Conservatron Board n the • 950s and brought the Outdoor5 mto centrd 
Iowa rvmg rooms for 14 years on KCCI TV. •If there's aryone who f1tc; 'ltv.nq leq.Jcy; rt's B II 
Horrne," says Pat Sct>larbaum, a DNR wildlife techn1c1ar> "He's a g ant rn outdoor act1v1tres 
and strll current· Today, the outdoors enthusiast g ves presentatronc; about bald eagles. 
wrrtes for magaz r'es and works w1th school children to 1nstrll a respect fo• nature Last year 
he led a charge rn the town of Nevada to secure fund f'C:J for rnultr use trails "l(rds (He about 
two generdt ons away from the out of-doors, and how are they go1nq to learn cJbout the 
problem5?" says Horrne. "It c; to make people aware of the out of doors and why we ~ave to 
take care of It and really keep It pnc;trne" A love for the outdoors began on htc; first huntmg trrp 
when ht:> was about 5 years old That passron grew 111to a weekly outdoors newspaper column 
rn the early 50s, t~en radto, TV and beyond -all done m the afternoofl after rrs regular JOb as 
a rural mar caner Retrrement brought even ~ore chances to !each out "Its r' my blood, af'd 
the good Lo•d gave me the talent and abrltty As long as I can do anythrnq, I'm go f'g to do 1t" 
Horr'1e Sdys t'm havrnq JUSt as much fun gettrnq older as I had when I wac; younger 
INABLE CAMPUS 
HOLLY MORIARTY, IOWA CITY 
University of Iowa student takes environmental class ass ignment to act1on 
You wouldn't be surpr sed <lt how much food college students can eat But you'd rarse an 
eyebrow at the ptles of leftovers that read to the landfill. Unrversrty of Iowa student Holy 
Mor1arty, work1ng at the H•llc.rest dtntf'q center on campus, was surprrsed, too. When It 
came ttme to wrrte c1 feasrblirty study for an environmental engrneerrng class. c;he and 
three other student5 devrsed a way to compost those leftovers. After the cluss ended, 
Morrarty ran With the tdea, workmg wrth the Iowa City landfill and the> un vc>rsrty Hlilcrc>st 
dmrng c;ent uneaten hamburq~rc;, stale przza and rgnored vegetab es to the landfrll to 
be composted-~0 tons worth rn one year Months later, the unrversrty had hrgh quality 
compost to use rrl flower beds and landscap1ng Now, wrth Mor.arty graduated, landfill staff 
look to expand the pro1ect to not only the other campus drnrng rail, Burge, but to local 
busrnessec; Thts set the stage to ramp up the program and work wrth other organtzatro'1~ 
to keep btocJegradabll! wcJste out of the landfrll." says len Jordan ow a C ny'<; recycling 
coordinator Holly s determ natro'l rn makrng sure rt actually harpenpd c;rands out Fof 
her efforts, Morrarty rece1ved a waste management award rn 200/ from the Iowa C,ocrety 
of Solid Waste Orer atronc; People can do th ngs rn thetr homes to help the envrronn'e'1t," 
says Morrarty, "but one person car also make a d1fference rn tre r communrty" 
T NG THE PRAIRIE 
PAM WHITE, OS KALOOSA 
Volunteer works to spread p rairie seeds across Iowa 
In cJ Wdy, you could call her Iowa's own Johnny Appleseed. each fal l, Pum Whrte drlrgently trarpses 
through the tall grasses and flowers at Mahaska Coun ty's Lake ~luwthorn, bag in tow. She's 
collectrng seeds from bluestem and coneflowers. seeds that w rll become praines across the state. 
A rnedrc al tee hnologtst by day, Whrte's free time blooms with a devotion to Iowa's prarnes. "There's 
so little of 11 left. We need to protect it so people that come after us can know what 1t was like;· 
says Whtte. As part of the Iowa Prairie Network, White collects seed for the DNR. Mahaska County 
and other proJects, lrke the Neal Smith National Wtldlife Refuge near Prarrre C ty "Whether tt's 
the educatron or collectrng seed, she's all about gettrng more pra1r1t2 out on the landscape and 
protecrrng what's there." says the DNR's Bi'l Johnson, who takes tl'e seeds for use on DNR land 
or plants them 1n the state's natrve plant nursery Whrte also leads h1kes through the prarrie at 
~idWtl or0 Ldke. helps process seeds rn the wrnter at the Neal Smrth refuges seed lab and tends 
her own acre of pratrre at home She planted the patch seven years ago by"Ju5t throwrng the 
c;eed out there· on a grassy, mowed area. Now, the seed has developed tnto cone flowers, asters. 
goldenrod, sunflowers. bluestem and some rnterestrng hybrrds "Th1ngs keep coming up and 
surprrsrnq me; she says. Like the Governor's Volunteer Award she recerved rn 2007 "It's nice to 
be .lpprecrated."she says, "but I do rt to help nature and help the prdtrre~ 
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At Yellow River State Forest, sisters Jennifer 
W1lson and Stephan1e Wadle of Des Mo1nes 
h1ke rugged ascents and descents. RIGHT A 
scen1c overlook of forested hills. Explore the 
forest 's 8,500 acres. and get rewarded with 
v1ews o f soaring eagles, meandering trout 
streams and sol1 tude 
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T akt• it as a sign when you hit Gunder· Things might g<•t a little woolly on your grown-ups-only escaJH' 
bdon· the holtdays hit. 
Fh .. hing, hiking and cabin-lounging in far northcast 
lema ~l'<'lll innocc•nt enough, and so does (,under-the 
town looh as if God tossed out a couple Monopoly 
game houses along County Road 860 But it's a low-slung 
commerdal buildmg hung wtth the stgn "Irish ',hanti" 
that you want to watch for This is the begtnntng of your 
last ga:.p of carefree fun before you're drifted in by 
dt ckt·d halls, granny's hotdtsh, and more candy-canl'-
shapt'd cookies than any human should eat. 
Irish Shanti owner Kevin Watsh will probably greet 
you at the door, and any seasoned traveler will tell you 
that ownPr-operated is a good sign. True here, where the 
gi-normous Gunderburger steals the show, and the show 
might just be Iowa blues favorite Joe Price onstage Wtth 
the house rocking and a stunning array of beers on tap 
("Thl' bl'st Guinness in Gunder," brags Walsh from und<.'r 
his floppy fisherman's hat), you're about to check your 
turkey-roasting, gift-shopping, sibling-figh t-neutrali.zi ng 
rPsponstble self at the door and just relax, old school 
What happen.., in Gunder, stays in Gunder," says 
W.tlsh, whose day job as a hospice nurse means he kno\\-s 
hov.· to take care of people, and urge them to live a little. 
"Around here, your only job is to have a good ttmc•." 
NO RULES 
\\alsh "hould be hired as the welcome wagon for 
northc·ast Iowa As }'OU drive past the final bib of 
flat farmland past Gunder, the landscape b<'C<>nh:" 
incr('asingly shaggy Thi<> is Iowa's driftlcss area. a 
complete' change from the tame, deep soil-.; act oss the 
n·st of the slate. The last glacicr mt"sc•d tlus chunk 
of Iowa, and so the dramatic elevations and limestone 
oulcroppings weren't ground down \nux ol fore-..t 
covers the reg10n-the fall colors are stunning 
Far northeast Iowa has been largd~ ldl alone by 
development, and as a result tt's teeming with life 
The 1\lt""tsstppi Flyway hosts all manner of btrds 
during mtgralton. includtng peltcans Ill fall and ptlt'ated 
woodpeckers year round. It's a mushroom hunter's 
paradtsc. and cool ... ,.~eather bnngs Shagg> Mane-; and 
chantct elles Rumors fly occasionall} about bears and 
cougars, but no one has proof 
A person could hike forever in the remote glory 
of Yellow River Stale 
Forest, with a 25-mile 
trail system and free 
backcountry campsites. 
And it's your pre-
vacation vacation. 
"o you really should. 
jack McSweeney 
wa" the state forester 
herc from 1962 to 1990. 
If} ou see his short, 
thick body lumbering 
along one of its trails 
in a red-checked flannel 
0 
Kevm Walsh 
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shtrt, jeans and beat-up boots, you're scetng the man 
who largely put this forest together, section by st·rtion, 
farm plot by stc>cp ravine, to its current 5,000 acres. 
"There's something nice about people commg to 
the at ea now," says McSweeney "The topography 
ts the feature that brings people in " 
I lw stale hasn't always understood lhts draw. 
ror year->. officials have tried to carve maJOt tourist 
attractions from rivers, streams and deep woods. 
1\lc '1\',eeney remember-; back in the '60s,\\ hen 
offtc tals wanted to budd a major golf course or 
landing "tnp where the forest is now. 
"The ba-;tc concept when I was first here was multiple 
ust• and recreation," he says. 
lie mentwns one of the goofier failed ventures-when 
the state imported Rio Grande turkeys to lure hunter" 
• 
r---
"Those turkcys evc>ntually 
just moved on 111to 
Wisconsin and Minnesota," 
says McSweeney. I l is 
friends in neighboring 
states still thank him for 
those turkcys, from time 
to time 
r-.IcSweeney JUst kt>pt 
doing his JOb. reclmmtng 
old farm fteld-; and 
highly erodible properl), 
converting it back to forests 
Today, he sa)" the ~o 1 
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DNR FISH BIOLOGIST BILL KALISHEK'S 
GUIDE TO FEARLESS TROUT FISHING 
IN NORTHEAST IOWA 
Ftsh the days that are overcast and gray 
when ustng sptn fishing gear. Trout seem 
to be less wary of lures at this time. 
However, if fly fishing, target midday 
on sunny and bnght days. In cooler fall 
temperatures, bnght warm days can 
stimulate an insect hatch. 
Streams are stocked with 10-12 inch 
trout weekly through October, so p lenty of 
fish are available. But wander downstream 
of the areas that are stocked and you will 
find wilder fish and fewer anglers. 
Be careful where you walk. In October 
and November, brown and brook trout 
are laying their eggs in nests called redds, 
areas of cleaned gravel on the stream 
bottom Avoid stepptng in or dtrectly 
above these nests 
Remember, accordtng to Iowa music 
legend Greg Brown, "the good fishermen 
are the ones who have fun: 
acttvity ,., pleasure cruising As people drive. they can see 
another failed tourism effort themselve.,;-a Fire Tower 
mandated by the federal government decades ago, but never 
u-;ed "It really never was a hell of a good idea," he says 
As it was then, it is now: The appeal here ts the land. 
and the old-school vibe of northea.,;t Iowa. "There were 
no rule-; in Allamakee County No pa\ed road-;." chuckles 
Mc~\\eeney There are a few rules these da}s-aren'l there 
ah\ a)" rules?-but none of them stale ) ou can't kick back 
in the \\Oods before the Yuletide -;ea-;on volcano blows 
Drive into YeiiO\\ River State Forest. and JU'>l ltke that 
you're enfolded tn the gnarl}, tangled arms of :Vlother )lature. 
Park overlooks are the ktnd of money shots that'll take your 
breath away, with cedar trees growmg out of sheer rock and 
pretl) little creeks veining the landscape below 
From way above the forest.) ou can see tlw popular 
horse trails, and Little Paint Creek, where you might 
pull out a brown trout for dinner 
FI SH STO RIE S 
Bill Kalishek is the DNR's regional fish biologist in 
northeast Iowa. which means he finds out what's in 
the water. and pretties it up for the fish. Of course, 
he's got to fish a little. too (sec s1debar. aboL'l') 
"We try to make it really natural, like we didn't 
do anything at all." he says, a tall and bespectacled 
Bohemian. Then he laughs "Of course, then people 
don't really know you did anythtng " 
But you'll know, when you cast a ltne from the banks of 
the beautifully groomed creek that ru ns through Little Patnt 
~r 
e. 
~t 
Justin Wadle of Des Moines casts for trout 
on Big Paint and Little Pamt creeks, named 
for figures painted by American Indians on 
a high, limestone bluff in the area. 
"" . ' 
I • 
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A red cedar grows from the rocks along a 
trail overlook. Yellow River's backpackmg 
trails were featured man article m the April 
1996 ed1t1on of Ourstde magazme entitled 
"Amenca's Top 50 H1kes -The Finest m Every 
State.·lowa's best was the Backpack Trail at 
Yellow River State Forest. There are more 
than 25 miles of trails in the Paint Creek Unit 
alone, with two backpacker camp areas. 
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Howard and Donna Bnght, left, own 
The Natural Ga1t near Yellow R1ver State 
Forest The locat1on beckon visi tors with 
sprawling v1ews, cozy spaces and cabms 
perched h1gh above the Yellow River 
RIGHT· Justin and Stephan1e Wad le of 
Des Moines enJOY a mornmg cup of 
coffee from their cabm at The Natural Ga1t . 
TRAVEL NOTES 
• The lnsh Shant1 17455 Gunder Road, Gunder 
www.thegunderburger.com; 563-864-9289. 
• Yellow River State Forest. 729 State Forest Road, Harpers Ferry. 
563 -586-2254. 
• Bucks N Bulls. 402 W Chestnut St., Harpers Ferry. 
www.bucksnbulls.net; 563-586-2 7 7 7. 
CLAYTON COUNTY 
• B•gfoot Canoe Rental. Canoes, kayaks and tubes for the Yellow River, 
near the Natural Gait. 419 Bigfoot Road, Monona. 
www.bigfootcanoerental.com 563 -539-4272. 
• The Natural Ga1t. 1878 Old M1ss•on Dnve, Harpers Ferry. Cabms 
$125 $150 m low season (Nov 1-Aprll 1 ). www.naturalgaitresort.com; 
877-776-2208. 
• Marquette Gu1de Serv1ce. Former Effigy Mounds mterpretive guide 
T1m Mason IS a gUide for trout f1sh1ng on spnng-fed streams and kayak 
fish1n g on the M1 SSISS 1pp1 R1ver. He takes custom1zed, small groups 
or md1vidual s fishmg, with insight 1nto archeology. area h1story and 
natural resources, and emphasis o n ornithology and local ethnology. 
His dad started th e se rvice in 1954, and Tim follows in his footsteps. 
Call for rates and reservations. 563-880-4 107; bloodyrun@alpine.com. 
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Campground. The trout are biting well into a carelrt·<· nisp 
cold fall day, as the wind·>capes bare the limbs of sycamore, 
hackberry, cottonwood and boxelder trees. 
"It's like coming to a whole different world up hen•," 
says Kalishek 
The best way to hook a trout is to move upstream 
onshore or in the shallow water. Drift your bait past any 
rapids-anything from salmon eggs to Power Bait to small 
spoons, jigs and corn have worked for experienced anglt•rs. 
The fam1liar tug on your line means lunch. and you can 
spread out around a fire ring in the campground, or clean 
the fish and head to the Bucks-n-Bulls bar in nearby l Iaqwrs 
Ferry, a red naugahyde joint decorated with moo'\e and deer 
mounts, and Canada goose decoys rigged up a" lights. If you 
ask Linda behind the bar real nice. she might fr> up your 
fillets if she's not busy. It's kind of a backcountry appet1zer 
to the spectacular cheeseburger pizza (with picklt•s) 
And that kind of eating just can't be beat, Iowa or anywhere. 
CABIN FEVER 
If the camping in Yellow River State Forest is too 
chilly-because for the last time until New Year's, it really 
is all about you this weekend-the nearby NaturC'II (,ail 
resort is your place. 
Owners Howard and Donna Bright bought a chunk 
of land along the Yellow River more than 20 years ago . 
"For the Woodland people, this was holy land," Bright 
says s1mply, spreading his hands to indicate the fot <".;ted 
ridgeline where most of his cabins sit, and the dear trout 
stream below, wlwre a fishing line looks big as baling wire. 
Standing on nearly 400 acres. the resort 1s horse-friendly, 
like mo ... t of this area, and includes the Brights' wildflower 
seed company, the Ion Exchange. The cabins aren't the light 
verswn found in most resorts, either Their thick timbers, 
wood-burning stoves and reclaimed lumber and barn pieces 
an· as comfortable a~ they are beautiful. JUtting from a 
lovely landscape 111 a wa} that bC'gs for steammg coffee 
on the porch, or a rowdy round of cards at night 
If you "ta} at their Ion Inn, the original lodging next 
to the Bnghts' house. you can wake up. cross the gravel 
road and start fishmg first thmg 1n the mornmg 
"A lot of the time. when man comes 111, h<.· destroys 
the very thing he came to see." Howard Bnght says 
"That didn't happen around here " 
A typical fall morning at atural Gait unfolds atop a 
high ridge, in a cabin overlooking farmland and streambeds. 
The sky will turn pink, and then purple, and ..,o on. until 
a full electric blue illuminates the bright beauty of fall. 
1 his is the kind of day that'll convince you how 
important it is to get grounded in the land brforc you 
have to entertain all those relatives at Thanksgiving, 
and then, seemingly minutes later, at Christmas. 
Get out there, if only to hunker down in a cabin, its 
chinks lined by thick rope so the dn1fls can't diminish 
tlw efforts of a thick. popping fire in the stov<.• 
Have a good time with your friends Dip 11110 the 
treasure chest of nature that Allamakee Count} offers 
I ake home a few trout. and cook them up JUst for 
yourself with chanterelles on the sidl Fat the \\hole 
mess of it by yourself. right before the relatl\l'S show up. 1 
Then take a deep breath, and have an old fa,luoned 
Iowa happy holiday. !I! 
------
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Visions of haunted houses and vampires. 
Shivers of trepidation. 
It's those feelings that have led many bat species 
to the brink of extinction. 
BY KAREN GRIMES PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
A NIGHT OF NETTING 
t best, people respond to bats with indifference, 
often with fear or disgust. A few respond wilh 
ac tive mali ce. Not many recognize that bats 
onlribute greatly to people's comfort level and 
thei r food s upply. And not many people set out to save bats 
by trapping them on a midsummer's night. 
THE NIGHT OF JULY 16,2007, is a typical, hot summer 
night for ba t netting. The location is the Des Moines River 
valley near Selma in Van Buren County. Remnants of oak 
savannahs dot the hilly uplands and banks of the river. 
Cornfi e lds fi ll the broad river valley. Dusty cars line the 
g ravel road as team members spill out and walk along 
a sh or t lane. The team's target is a dilapidated gray barn, 
more h oles and rust than roof and siding. 
At 6: 15 p.m., the eastern sky turns that dark purply, 
periwinkle blue that precedes a summer thunderstorm. To 
the west, a hazy aqua sky hints at a normal summer night. 
Good. They can trap bats tonight. 
Crawling over a gate, the air is permeated with the 
pungent aroma that only cattle leave behind. 
The barn is anything but impressive. Its framework 
remains, but most of the upper sid ing is gone. The team's 
mission is to close off all the holes in the barn. Higher up, 
they will cover the holes with tarps to keep the bats in. 
Lower down, they will use nets to catch the bats as they 
try to leave the barn to forage or enter the barn to rest. 
The team's target is a small, harmless mammal that has 
more in common with people than birds. Covered in soft, 
glossy fur, she bears her young alive and nurses them. 
Warm-blooded, the Indiana bat weighs less than 8 grams 
or one-third of an ounce-the weight of three pennies. 
At 3.5 inches long, it can easily fit in the palm of a 
hand, although it has a much bigger presence with wings 
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unfurled to a full 10 inches. 
Team leaders are Russ Benedict, long-time bat 
enthusiast and Central College professor, and Daryl 
Howell , DNR zoologist This is the third year of the quest 
for the summer homes of the Indiana Bat. Myotis sodalts 
T he1 r hope 1s to discover where female Ind1anas -.et up 
maternil} roosts and what role abandoned barn-. and 
small bndges play 111 their feeding and reproductive lives 
The team's mission is to add to the small body of 
knowledge about the bat's summer hab1tat Ton1ght'-. 
adventu re will te ll whe ther this barn 1s a matern1ty roost 
or simply a handy spot to nap between meals 
The Indiana bat is Iowa's on ly federally and 
s tale endangered mammal. Named for the sla te of its 
di scovery, its population has plummeted, down by about 
430,000 individuals, nearly 50 pe rcent , s ince placed on 
th e U.S. Endangered Species List in 1967. 
BY 6:30PM .• the c rew has been at work for half an hour. 
Benedi ct has four s tude nts-Jessica Adey, Liz De Penning, 
Adena Schnt'd le r and Dan Applegate-out'>ide a""embling 
poles into two 30-foot lengths, attaching larps and pulley-. 
to the poles This assemblage will cover an enormous hole 
where the haymow used to open. 
"Walk the ropes out," Benedict calls "We'll just a ttach 
the tarps to that pulley line " 
[l is obvious he is a teacher, skilled at giving clear 
111structwns w1th eno ug h details that they know wh) tlwy 
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arc doing it. Every once in a while, he interjC'cts some 
humor, keeping the team me mbers' spirits up. 
'The smell of cows is 0 K in moderation," he alludes 
to the smell of manure emanating from the barn. 
The team is relaxed, but aware that the bats will start 
flying as dusk rolls in. The air is hot and humid, without a 
breeze Just standing is enough exertion to build a .;;heen of 
sweat on people's faces. 
"The best weather for bats I'> the worst \\'eather for 
us, as far as I'm concern ed," Benedict tells the students. 
"Why?" It's a rhetorical question One that he answers 
anyway, "Lots of insects." 
Insects and tree frogs hum as the studen ts work. 
It's Iowa's summer orchestra. Cows munch to the 
east and a bull be llows to th e south . A catbi rd calls. 
"Hear that?" Benedict asks. "That's a sco lding call." 
"Did you h ea r that? Whis t da whis t cia whee-ce. 
That' s a song sparrow." 
The tarps and poles are JOined and it takes five team 
members to hoist them 
While the others hoist, Howell places giant tarps over 
holes in the north end of the barn As he finishes, he 
JOins Russ' wife, Mary, and Russ' daughter, Sarah, as the} 
put up harp traps on the south side of the budding. 
Resembling the instrument, harp trap" arc '>trung with 
mon ofi lament lines 5 feet high, up and down 1n two offset 
rows "The bats try to avoid the first line," ~arah Benedict 
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says. "Then they hit the line in the second row and fall 
into a bag unde rneath ." A senior at Central College, b} 
age 20 she's been catching bats for more than 10 years 
IT'S 7:30P.M. and the two 30-foot poles are finally 
hovering above the bar n roof-a sure target for lightning 
Then, with thunde r s till rumbling off to the east, a cool 
wind springs up. 
"Warn the people on the ropes," exclaims Huss 
Benedict. "If they le t go, we have to take the poles down 
to put lhe ropes back on." 
The wind di splaces the tarps and the poles have to be 
readjus ted . In the end, they go up and down three times, 
then are left down because of the wind, on hold until the 
las t possible moment. 
IT'S 7:42 and a qu iet sense of urgency fills the team. 
"We have an hour," he says. 
Mary Be nedict finishes hanging mist nets over the 
holes on the bo ttom half of the barn. These nets are long 
horizontal pouches made of black, very fine netting. 
"Each net has five pockets, so the bats hit the net, then 
tumble down into one of the pockets," she explains. "It's 
important to get the ropes right, because <>ach pocket 
goes in sequence." 
The pole team moves inside the barn where the cow 
pie aroma is s tronger. T here's just enough light to see 
and avoid poo ls of li quid cow manure. Applegate climbs 
a ladder with tarps in hand and ties them over small holes 
on the barn's upper west side 
!..,arah Benedict and Howell have already hung mist 
nels on the bottom half 
Applegate and Sarah Benedict are the two students 
with the most experience. A s<.·nior at Central College, 
Applegate has taken Russ Benedict's tropical ecology 
classes, netting bats in three different rain forests in 
lklize and Costa Rica. 
Russ Benedict calls, "I ne<.•d two cup and lid people." 
Schnedler. a high school senior from Bentonsport, 
and DePenning, a freshman at Iowa State University, 
volunteer fheir job will be record1ng data about each 
captur<.'d bat directly onto a McDonald's soda cup, the 
temporary holding pen for the bat. 
It's late . Time to raise the tarps and poles for the 
fina l time. Almost as soon as they arc up, a gust of wind 
thn•atens to blow them down. FINALLY AT 8:27P.M., Russ 
1 I The bat netting team assembles on a hot July mght. 21 Bob 
Clevenstine, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, delights in the capture of 
a bat. 3) The team works to cover the many holes in the upper half of 
the barn. The biggest challenge is the giant hole near the haymow 
They will raise four tarps on 30-foot poles to cover this gaping hole. 
4) Most insect-eating bats catch bugs In their mouths. But they 
may use a membrane between their hind feet, the uropatagia, as a 
catcher's mitt to reposition the bug In their mouth. As they bring the 
membrane forward, they perform quick aerial acrobatics, almost do1ng 
a backwards somersault. S) Benedict begins to remove and examine a 
captive. 6) Bats are marked with green dye so data on recaptures is not 
processed twice. 71 sarah Benedict releases one of the brown bats 
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Benedict climbs a ladder to anchor the tarps. tying ropes 
to whatever board or roof corner he can reach. 
In two and one-half hours. the team has put up two 
harp traps, four mist nets. seven tarps, pluc; one giant 
tarp on 30-ft. poles. 
In the lull before dusk. Benedict explains that big 
brown and little brown bats roosting in the barn will 
begin to fly oul. Normally it will take them about 20 
minutes to empty the barn. "They'll be zooming around 
soon," he says. But because we are here and the nets 
and tarps will baffle them. it will take about an hour. 
The expected catch ratio is 100 to 200 big and little 
brown bats to one Indiana. Tonight's catch will tell if the 
Indianas are us ing the barn as a maternity roost. as they 
use a church in Penn ylvania and a barn near Burlington. 
Iowa. If the Indiana bats fly into the barn about 55 
minutes after dusk. it will indicate that they are using 
trees, not s tructures, for their mate rnity roosts. 
The team gathers inside the barn and rcminisct>s about 
other trapping expeditions. Mary Benedict. who uses 
vacation time to trap, says. "We netted one y<•ar 10 a dry 
rainforest and caug ht 11 leaf-nosed bats in the first night. 
The second night , we caught 30 to 40 10 otH.·-half hour. 
We found thei r watering hole. 
"We caught five to s ix wrinkle-nosed bats," she adds. 
"They are jus t so lid wrinkles, and bu lging eyes. no hair 
on their face. Looks like a car accident. It is just hideous. 
"Then there is the pygmy bat. so tiny." 
Mary talks about how Russ became hooked on batting. 
"He had a professor at the University of Nt.braska 
at Omaha who took him netting once Three of that 
professor's s tudents went on to g raduate studies in bats." 
Russ' daughter Sarah pipes up, 'Tm hooked. The more 
we see, the more l want to learn. Especially about what they 
do during the summer. They switch roosts." 
Russ pipes in , in this barn "last year, we had 161 bats. 
At one point, we took some of the nels down. because 
we jus t had too many to process. This is a really nice 
maternity co lony" for little brown bats. 
Schnedler learned about the trapping when she 
regis tered for college. "Russ told me that they'd be 
catching bats near my home in Bentonsport thi s summer 
and to come along for the experience. I said, 'Arc you 
crazy?'" But here she is. 
She admits to some mild apprehension about being 
able to handle bats batting around her head in a barn. 
She's about to find out. 
8:50P.M. and the first bat is caught in the harp nets on 
the south. It's almost dark outside and it's definitely dark 
inside the barn. Team members look for bat silhouettes 
against a starlit sky. 
"Dr B." Applegate calls. "they're going out that hole at 
the top on the right." The t<•am scrambles to pull the big 
tarp a little to the right and plug tlw hole 
9·03 P.M Howell explams that bats can detect 
something as fine as a hatr with echolocatiOn, by sending 
out high-pitched squealc;, usually out of range for the 
human ear The sound waves strike the prey, or in this 
case. the netting, and return as echoes. 
"The bat's ability to locatL prey makes a Patriot mtsslle 
system look ltke throwing rocks at somethtng." Ho\H II 
satd . Its skil l at processmg sound waves ts so refined. 
a bat can fl} in one dtrertion. locate a flying insert the 
size of a mosquito, compensat<' for the insect's dodging 
movements as it darts through the night air and intercept 
the insect at a precise spot. 
Calling it the ability to see with sound. Howell said 
echolocation enables the bats to avoid the fine netting. 
"Rut we arc hoping they ""ill quit usmg echolocation and 
JUSt go by memory." he says 
9:06PM "Harps," cries one of the team members 
"Two of tlwm. Might be lndianas " 
Moving in near total darkness. with headlamps on only 
when nec<'ssary, the team is extremely busy. There is no 
time for notions of bats flying around their heads or cow clung 
smells. Although later in the evening, DePenning will regret 
that she wore her favorite tennis shoes for the trapping. 
BY 9·24, they've got 15 bats. including a little brown 
with bleeding gums and mouth that Sarah Benedict 
tenderly removes from the mtst n('ts. "That happens when 
they are chewing on the nets," she says. "OK. baby." 
BY 9:32, 25 are captured. Team members are busy, 
gent ly extracting fragi le bats front nets. tucking them 
into cups and labeling the time and location of the catch 
then placing the cups upside down on a piece of plywood. 
The cups tip and tremble as the captives try to e'>capc. 
Faint. scrabbling sounds fill the night air. 
The bats are tiny. Little browns are about three inches 
long and fit easily into a cupped hand. 
Schned lcr says, "This is different than I thought 
it would be. This is fun." 
Applegate notes that he's been trapping bats for 
the last three weeks on every suitable night. 
The barn is busy until NEARLY 10:45 P.M. when the team 
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runs out of cups and Russ begins to process bats 
He randomly p1cks up a cup, one of 70 or more. 
each holding a bat He carefull} ltft-. a bat from 1ts 
waxed paper cage and focuses h1s headlamp on the 
tiny mammal justifiably outraged and scared, the bat 
bares its miniscule teeth. 
Benedict reads the scribbled information on the cup. 
"9:06 ... Harp." 
Then he identifies the bat and its sex, "ML . Female ... 
Adult. Non 11," he finishes as he examines the 
mammary glands and measures the forearm 
Translated. this means it was an adult female Myotzs 
luci/ugus (M L), or l1tlle brown, caught 1n the harp traps 
at 9:06. She was non-reprod ucing and had a forearm 
length of 41 mil limeters. 
His voice is loud, calm, regular-licking off the data 
like a metronome, a nchoring the trappers in th e moment, 
overshadowing a ll the skittering and ruslling noises 
and the hushed conversations. Schnedle1 and DePenning 
recor d the data and hand him another bat-filled cup. 
Then, "8.50 NE," he reads. 
"That was the first one we caught," says Applegate. 
As each bat's vitals are recorded, it's dusted w1th 
an iridescent green dye, then r eleased to fly away. 
A few are recaptured. 
BY 11:00 P. M., catches are few. De Penning is st il l 
recording data, but swallows a big bug and chokes. 
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"Rt·cording is a nasty JOb," says Mary Be nedict. 
·· 1 he person with the light on ge ls the bugs:· 
"You'll have to buy surgical masks fo r your staff.·· kids Howell. 
"\\'ell th1s way, I don't have to f<'cd them," Russ banters back. 
In between catching bats. ~a rah Be nedict s ha res he r 
considerable knowledge, "The big b rowns range up to 
five miles to forage. The li ttle browns can g o two to three 
milcs. The Indiana ranges up to a mil e." 
Learning what they eat is mostly a ma tte r of digging 
through scat. trying to dt•termllle the d iffe r e nce be twee n 
moths and beetles from remnants of insect legs. sh e ll~ . 
wings and feet From pnor stud1e". the India na eats 
mol hs, beetles. flies and midges 
Russ' vo1ce rings out " LNM," meaning nipples 
large. no milk. Further translated. that means th e 
fema le is done lactating, indicating her pup is feeding 
on something else or she's lost her young. 
Then Benedict picks up a bat caught at 11:01 p. m. and 
identifies the first Indiana bat caught that night. ~ 11 :01. 
M~ Ma le" Instead of r eleas1ng the Indiana. he replan•s 
it 111 the cup 
li e tells students that telltng the Indianas from th e 
ltttlc browns is as simple as lookmg at their back Jeel. 
The little browns have larger, hairy back feel. The 
Indianas have pink lips, tiny feet with no hai r and 
a glossy look lo th e ir fur. 
Benedict is hopeful that more lndianas will be caught. 
d 
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"Of the six caught in this barn las t year. three or four 
were caught after 11,'' he says. 
It is almost midnight and there are s till 20 bats left 
to process. Yawns punctuate the low rumbling'> of 
conversation. The wind picks up and the tarp begms 
to scrape against the side of the barn Only two lights 
punctuate the darkness: Russ' and the recorder's. 
"I can't believe I'm sitting here in a barn with bats 
chirping away beside me and I am more worried about 
insects than the bats," exclaims Adey, taking turn as 
recorder. 
Finally, it's time to process the three captu red 
lndianas. Each will take about 45 minutes. T he lactating 
female is first, so she can return to her pup. Howell picks 
a radio transmitter with frequency 3 16 from a box. He 
checks the transmitter to ensure it works. 
Russ gently shaves the bat's back, using an electric 
razor to remove fur between her scapula, or shoulder 
bones. He places a s mall dab of surgica l g lue on the bare 
spot and Jets it dry for five minutes. Then he g lues on 
the transmitter, about one-half inch long by one-fourth 
inch wide. The attached wire antennae, about 6 inches 
long, sticks out behind the bal. She goes back in the 
cup so the glue can dry for 30 minutes. 
The surgical g lue will se lf-destruc t within a wt•ek, 
allowing the transmitter to drop off and the femalc to fly 
freely. It will s tay long enough for the team to track her 
movements between day and night roosts. 
The professionals, Bt'nedict and Howell , continue 
to place transmitters on the Indianas. The second 
transmitter doesn't work, delaying the tagging About 
12 -!5 a.m., the first Indiana is released Howell checks 
the radio receiver to make sure she's flying. She is. The 
signal shows she's zigzagging and flying up and down. 
At 2 a.m. the team begins to roll up the nets and tarps. 
fhey come down much faster than they went up. By 2:30 
a.m., the last Indiana bat is free and away. 
One night's work. Eight hours. Eig ht team members. 
Two nets. Two traps. 142 bats caughl. 10 big browns and 
129 little browns. Only three Indianas caught and fitted 
with transmitters. Two males and one lactating female. 
The team wearily s tores the gear and discusses lodging 
for the re mainder of the night, with breakfast by 9:30 a. m. 
so they can begin radio tracking the bats later that morning. 
1 l It's difficult to remove bats from mist nets as fine nettmg wraps 
tighter the longer they struggle. 2) Bats that hit harp traps normally 
drop into a pouch below, making extract ion easier. 3) Russ Benedict 
shaves an Indiana's back, preppmg for the transmitter attachment 
4 ) A tiny transmitter IS held 1n place w1th surg1cal glue that self 
destructs withm a week to drop the transmitter and free the bat 
5) Each captured bat is marked w1th mdescent green dust so trappers 
can tell which bats were prev1ously captured. 6) Captured bats are 
easily contamed 1n paper soft drink cups. 7) An lnd1ana bat, complete 
w1th rad1o transmitter and antenna, 1s nearly ready for its return to the 
w1ld 8) After hours of trappmg, Howell tests equ1pment to ensure the 
next few days of sleep-depnved trackmg w1ll succeed 
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The 
Armistice Day 
Blizzard 
November 11, 1940 
A day the winds decended, 
the heavens rained ducks, 
and hunters died. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
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al11t a Weather Bomb. Perfect <.,torm, 
whatever. By any name. it was the recipe for d1..,a-.ter. 
Picture th i-;: a powerful weather system swept over the 
Rocky \ll ountains. charging eastward. \leanwhlle. a 
Canachao cold a1r rna'>'> \\as sliding dO\\n from the north. 
whJic warm mo1st air pulled up from the south An> 
wa> you looked at it. the developing atmosphenc bn•w 
spelled trouble 
But no one wa'> looking. The year was 1940 Pnmitivt• 
by contempo\·ary standards, weather forecasting was 
someth ing many folks put little stock in According to 
National Weather Service data, no one was even in the 
building at Ch icago's Midwest Weather Headquarters 
during the late night hours of Nov. 10. 
As the massive system organized during the wee hours 
of the following morning, its combined energy triggered 
a s torm of fury Barometric pressures plunged to among 
the lowest recorded in Iowa, reaching a then record low 
for November By then, the storm began to cut 1ts thou'>and· 
mile-wide path of death and des truction. Within 2-1 hours. 
the system would rank among the most infamous and 
disastrou-, blizzards in U.S. history. 
• • • 
F'or Midwestern duck hunters, the fall of 1940 
was warm and uneventful. As the waterfowl doldrums 
continued into the second week of November, hunt<'l"s 
grew increasingly impatient. But the unseasonable 
weather cou ld not hold out forever, they reasoned . 
Cocking an eye to the north, waterfowlers watched. 
waited and hoped . Sooner or later, the inevitable cold 
fronts would arrive. Ducks would move south. For those 
willing to stick to th e ir mars hes, the annua l Big Push 
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would be a sweet dream. 
On Nov. 11, 1940, sportsmen got their wish. 
The weather changed dramatically, and with that change 
came the most infamous duck hunt in American history. 
But the day \\'as not what gunners had anticipated 
Instead of realizing their sweet dream. hundreds of 
waterfowlers were suddenly plunged into a horrific. 
Stephen King-grade nightmare. Although nearly 70 years 
have passed, the storm stories are still too terrible for 
some survivors to recount. 
Kno"' n now as the Armistice Day ~nowstorm. the 
rvrnt remains among the deadliest of blizzards to cut 
its way through the Heartland. By the time it concluded, 
the storm dropped more than 2 feet of snow. buried 
vehicles and roadways benea th 20-foot drifts. killed 
thousands of Iowa cattle, and destroyed incalculable 
amou nts of poultry-including mo re than a million 
Thanksgiving turkeys. It gave a yet unrecovrred blow 
to Iowa's apple industry. 
All told, the s torm claimed 160 lives across the 
Midwest. Hundreds more suffered S<'verc frostbite 
or frozen limbs. On Lake l\Iichigan, thr<.'<' commerc ial 
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Mason City 
Globe Gazette news photo from 
1981 shows game warden, Jack 
Meggers, w1th orphaned white-
tall fawn RIGHT A national 
weather bureau meteorological 
map of the Armistice Day Blizzard 
of 1940. Bureau documents from 
the era point out that had the 
storm occured m January, it 
would have been passed off 
as JUSt another blizzard The 
outstandmg feature of the 
storm was the warm weather 
beforehand. A larger November 
storm, also on the eleventh, 
occured in 1911 w1th greater 
severity, wider temperature drops 
and a larger path of destruction. 
freighters and more than 60 sailors were lost. 
Along the Mississippi River in Iowa, Wisconsin and 
Minnesota. hundred s of duck hunters lost boats, guns 
and gear as 15-foo t swells near Dubuque and 70 to 80 
mile per hour winds swept down channels and acro~s 
marshy backwaters. 
Due to abnormally warm weather and fair skies, most 
hunters took to the field carrying littl e mure than a light 
jacket. But as the fronts arrived, the scene changed. 
Temperatures plummeted from near 60 degrees to below 
freezing, and then into the single digits-all within hours. 
What began as a holiday duck hunt quickly became the 
storm of the century. Panic reigned on the Mississippi that 
day as boats, equipment human lives were lost. Stranded 
atop mud bars and is lands, scores of hunters were forced 
to endure the most horribly excruciating night of their 
lives. Huddled beneath overturned boats or beside 
makeshift piles of driftwood, survivors used cigarette 
papers to ignite meager fires that would save their lives. 
Wet and afraid, dozens more perished during the black 
night At Winona, Minn., the city bus barn became a 
temporary morgue as. one by one. the bodies of frozen 
hunters were retrieved. Since many duck hunters were 
from out of town, identification was delayed until bodies 
thawed and pockets could be searched 
On an island near Harpers Ferry, 16-year-old Jack 
Meggers was one hunter who fought for his life. A retired 
Iowa game warden currently living in Mason City, Meggers 
has spent a lifetime in the out-of-doors. At 84, Jack remains 
a gifted storyteller with a knack for detail. His best loved 
tales recount outdoor adventure in strong winds, rough 
water and portray the vanished spectacle of storm-tossed 
wildfowl in a bygone era. 
But mention the words Armistice Day Snowstorm, 
and Megger's demeanor immediately takes a quieter, 
reverent, tone. You can see it in his face as the mind's 
eye turns back to one of the most incredible events in 
American weather history. 
"It was Armistice Day, now called Veteran's Day, 
and we were out of school," Meggers begins . 
• 
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"Me, my dad, and two brothers !waded out to an island 
at Harpers Ft'rry It was warm for that late in the fall and 
we were drt'ss<'d lig-ht One of the thutgs I n·member 
most is that, JUst before the storm hit. tlw sk}' turned 
all orange. It's hard to explain. but I n·nu.·mbu thinking 
that it was really strange " 
The winds came suddenly. recalls Meggers r 1erce 
and chilling, the initial blast was a spearhead for th e 
advancing storm. 
And then the ducks arnved. ot just a Oock here or a 
Oock there, but rather hundreds. then thousands, then tens 
of thousands It was a scene o::;eldom witnt•sst•d, and m sheer 
magnitude, never to repeat 
"We'd ne.,er set'n an} thing like it," sa} s 1\.legger-, 
"\Vhen the duck' arrived, they came 111 unending ,.,.aves 
and they came in all species. 
"Those ducks were all flying about th1s l11gh off the 
water," he says, motioning to his waist. "And they were 
all doing about 90 miles an hour with that wind " 
The crew lost no time laking advantag-e of the 
astonishing night Although waterfowl tontinued to pour 
down in unending supply, connecting w1th tht• wind-driven 
birds presented a major challenge, recalls Meggers. The 
boys concentrated so hard on the task, that none seemed 
to notice as the w1nds increased. 
"All of a sudden, dad said, 'Grab the decoy<;-we're 
getting out of here.' But we were throwing an awful lot 
of ammunition into the air, and non<' of us wanted to quit. 
The sky was just full of ducks," says Meg-gers "Finally dad 
said, 'Grab the decoys now or we're leavmg \\lthout them.' 
That's when W<' b<'gan to see how bad it was getting." 
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Max Christensen, now 84 
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\leggt•rs' dad made a good call In addition to raging 
'' mds and unfathomable lcg10n"' of ducks, the storm 
began to deliver pelting rain, '"'h1ch quickly turned to 
sleet, then heavy snow. Vis1bility dropped to near .tero 
as hunters all up and down the Great River struggled-
many unsuccessfully-to return to shore. 
"It was really rough . By the time we finally made it 
to the shoreline. you couldn't even see the shoreline," 
Megger"' r<.'calls "By then. the combination of snow 
and \\llld was just incredtble Our group made it back 
But not everyone did." 
An 1sland away from where the Meggers party hunted, 
a lather and two sons were equally mesmerized by the 
arriving swarms of waterfowl. Lured into staying beyond 
the point of no return, their shal low draft duck boat 
proved no match for the wind and waves. As visibility and 
dayltght faded, the hunters found themselves stranded. 
"The oldest son was a college athlete." Meggers says. 
"\\'hen things started gettmg tough he told his younger 
brotlwr to JUmp to stay warm," as a rain soaking and 
hours of exposure to wind and snow led to hypothermia. 
"every time the younger kid quit jumping, his brother 
Q 
s 
D 
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b 
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ht 
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would punch him The dad and older brother dit•d on 
that island. The younger brother just kept on jumping 
through the night They rescued him the next day. His 
legs were frozen hard as wood belO\\" both knees and he 
lost them He was the sole survivor of his group and lw 
credited his brother with saving his life The k1d sa1cl. 
' I knew my brother and dad were dead-but I just kepi 
on jumping. My older brother told me to keep Jumping 
so I knew it must be important.' 
"That kid was 16. same as me," says Megg<>rs. 'Til 
never forget what happened that day on the river" 
A short distance downstream, four more hunters cllecl 
during the night on an island near Marquelle In a duck 
blind at Guttenburg, Earl Butler and Wayne Reynolds 
narrowly escaped death as they spent the mght huddled 
around a -:;mall fire. At Burlington. at least three more 
hunters penshed from exposure or drowning. Unable to 
stand agamst wind and waves. several permanent duck 
blinds were uprooted and blown downstream. 
The wrath of the Armistice Day Sno\\storm was not 
limited to the Mississippi River. The early morning hours 
With Rice Lake 
as the odt. Kul 
of ~ovember 11, 1940. found Orville Kmsel ht•ading out 
to hunt ducks on Wright County's l:.lm Lakt•, near Clarion. 
when ht O\\ ned a duck shack H 1s story, recounted m the 
/Iampton Chronicle by Ray Baltes. 1s no less Intriguing 
than of those who hunted larger waters 
"I got up in the morning and it wasn't too bad," 
rerall<'d Kinsel. "I looked to lh<' west and th<' sky 
was green. I started out and that lake was just full of 
ducks-just swarming with them." 
As the winds increased, things began to gel wild. With 
rush beds already flattened by rising winds, lt•ad anchor 
we1ghts were no longer able to hold h1s decoys in place. 
A final clue that it was time to quit occurred as muskrat 
houses blew off the marsh Kinsel rcturn<'d to his shack 
carry 111g a coat load of mallards 
"By then it was snowing," he noted "The ducks couldn't 
st•e anything They were blind It camt• so fast By that time 
tht wind \vas so strong I could barely walk Ill 1t " 
For as long as he can remember. Cerro Cordo 
County's !\lax Christensen has been an avid waterfowler. 
Today. it seems somewhat iron1c that Chnstensen nearly 
missl•d out on history's greatest duck hunt. 
"I still remember nearly every detail from that day," 
Christt nsen begins. ''I was a high school senior when 
the November 11 snowstorm arrived in Ventura. I lived 
on a farm and we hadn't even had a frost yet. The livestock 
was <>till in lhe fields and all the poultry was s till outside. 
"I got on the bus at eight o'clock, wearing just a light 
jachl The bus driver was Max Millhouse, and l always sat 
nght behind him because he liked to talk about hunting. 
As we got closer to Ventura, every cornfield had little > 
VERN HAGEN was just 14 when the famous Arm1st1ce Day 
Bl1zzard swept across Winnebago County's Rice Lake. 
We lived at Joice and I spent the first part of the day 1n 
school," recalls Hagen. "The storm h1t, and I spent the worst 
part of it at home. Our family always hunted and fished, but 
I wasn' t allowed to go out that day. 
" I was pretty young, and all I remember ts that it was a terrible 
day," Hagen contmues. "There were a lot of floating bogs on Rice 
Lake then. Later, while exploring the lake in a boat, we found six 
decoys sitting between the bogs. They were all from the same rig. 
The decoys had either blown away in the snowstorm or just been 
left there when hunters headed for shore." 
In sp1te of more than a year's research, the factory-made 
Mason redheads are the only documented surv1ving relics of 
the Armistice Day blizzard that the wnter was clble to document. 
Complete w1th original paint and glass eyes, the wooden blocks 
sold new for around $7 per dozen. Today, the same decoys 
may fetch hundreds of dollars ap1ece. Because of their unique 
historic value, Hagen's may be worth even more. 
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cyclones of ft•edmg ducks The closer we got to the lake. 
the more we -.aw fhere were so man) ducks that it was 
almost eene 
"By the ttme we arrived at Ventura. l already dettded 
to head back home There were just too many ducks 111 
the air to be in school. Max decided to go w1th nw 
"When I got back home, the storm was comtng up fast 
and my folks were trying to gel the chickens inside We 
helped, and so instead of being in trouble for skipping 
school, l was a hero. 
"With that finished, we went to a place I called 'My 
Slough ' It was a 30-acre marsh that might have up to 
500 muskrat houses on it-a perfect place for ducks," 
say-; Christensen "It was already snowing when \\e got 
there. and at first we didn't see anything on the slough. 
!thought. 'Oh no. the ducks left.' Then we saw something 
movt•. and suddenly realized what was happemng. That 
.... tough was completely covered in ducks-so many that 
you couldn't sec any water or make out indtvidual btrds 
We started shootmg then, and it was something Fvery 
duck on that '>Iough was a mallard We didn't see anythmg 
else You can't even imagine what it was like." 
The storm p1cked up and Max announced he would 
head back while he still could. "I went to a different 
marsh closer to home and kept hunting. I don't think 
it would have mattered where you went that day, every 
place was fu ll of ducks. They were everywhere. 
"The snow fina lly got so bad that I had to take my ducks 
and leave. 'l he walk home was a little over a mile," -;ays 
Christensen "The wind was around 40 miles per hour 
and the snow was blowing straight sideways. A school 
bu<> came down the road, but it couldn't make it in the 
snow and had to turn back. Before leaving, it dropped off 
17 school kids at our house. They had to stay the night " 
When Chri<>tensen entered the farmstead. he learned 
that a Garner dentist, Doc Hayes had parked in the yard 
and walked to a nearby marsh. Since he hadn't returned, 
the hunter was feared lost. 
• 
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"I knew Thad to try and find him," relate'> Chnstensen 
"I was young and didn't think of the danger I had a good 
1dea of where he would have bc·en hunting and started up 
a fencelJne that led from the buildtngs I don'tthmk I could 
see more than 15 feet in front of me, that's how bad it was. 
"I found Doc Hayes on that fenceline He was just 
standing there. stuck in a drift. He couldn't move. When I 
got up to him, he just started crying 'I thought I was dead,' 
he said to me. I took his gun and a big bunch of ducks and 
we -.tarted back. I told him to step in my tracks. I broke the 
trail, and our tracks would disappear almost instantly. 
"When we got home. my dad and all those school k1ds 
\A.-ere already in the basement pick1ng my ducks l don't 
know how many mallards were dov .. n there. but it was a 
lot. It was really something We still had fresh tomatoes 
from the garden. all those ducks, and snO\\ dnfts piltng 
up outside." says Christensen. 
fhe next day they shoveled out Doc's Cadlllac. whtch 
a 
II 
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was buried in the) a rd. "When \\.'e reached the road. 
something moved in the snow. I had shoveled out a live 
coot That bird had lit on the road and become buried in 
a drift. The coot was just fine and flew awa} " 
Although Armi-;tice Day, 1940 remains best known for 
its memorable, oflen tragic, duck hunts-not all wildlife 
accounts focus on waterfowl. 
Wayne Miller, a 16-year-old at the time. rode out the 
storm's fury on the family farm located in northwest 
Iowa's Emmet County. near Ringsted. What he 
rememb<.'rs most are the pheasants. 
''The day started out warm, then suddenly turned cold and 
began to snow. Our farm had a good thick grove Pheasants 
were soon piling into that cover and they even "ought shelter 
in the straw piles-anything to get out of that weather 
"When the storm \'vas over there were big dnfh and 
lots of dead pheasants. People gathered up a lot of thosL 
btrds and brought them over to our farm." sa}s 1\lillt·r. 
' 
"We stacked them in the hay mow above the barn. It \\as 
warmer up there and the pheasants began to thaw oul. 
Anywa), a bunch of them came back to life \\hen we 
went back up there, they were flying all over the place 
We opened the big [hay loft) door and relc•as('d around 
ftfty of them. It was quite a sight when all tho"e pheasants 
flew out of the barn. 
"It was an incredible storm and everyone thought 
the pheasants would be wiped out. But there was lot5 
and lot<> of habitat back then and the pheasants came 
back in a hurry." 
While hardships are e tched in the survtvor's 
minds forever. severe storms-many stronger than 
the Armtstice Day Blizzard-continue to pummel 
the land But modern weather fon·Lasttng and rapid 
communtcatton now prevent much of the human 
catastrophes And for that. survivors and all outdoor 
loH!rs are thankful 8! 
Wmter·kllled rooster pheasant 
Losses ran h1gh during the 
Arm1st1ce Day Blizzard of 1940. 
--
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When writer Steven Rinella travels the nation in search of odd items 
to create a 45-course wild game meal, he lands in Iowa in search 
of house sparrows, and learns how this invasive species harms native bluebirds. 
Rine lla is au thor of the book. Tile Scaz,engcr s Guide to Haute C.uzswe A r o llicking ta lc of the American w1ld 
~:..-and its s poils, the book is a n adventure m h untmg and gathering and a vi ... cera l expen e nce of the distance betwcLn 
"""\ ourselves a nd the food we love. After stumbling upon Auguste Escoffie r 's 1903 c ulina r y m ilestone Le Guide Cu lznazre, 
outdoors ma n , avid h unter and nature writer ~Ieven Rinella embarks on an unusual quest: to procu r e a ll necessary 
ing r edients fo r a feast, borne entirely of Escofficr's esoteric wild game recipes. For one year, Rine lla traver ..,cs 
the country gathering the ingredients Tile Scavenger's Guide to Jlaute Cuisine is a delicious, absorbing account 
of one man's relationship with hi" family, friend". food, and. of course. the natural \\Orld. 
loyd Van Frt traps English sparrows as a service 
to the United States of Amenca He 1s 71 }Pars 
old, slightly rotund. and he dresses comfortably-
usually in shorts. heavy work shoes, and a 
baseball cap. He lived ncar Carson. lA. about 20 miles 
east of Omaha. but smce moved to Leon. Floyd docs not 
like the word kill applied to his \\Ork Whl•n pn·ssl·d , he 
will admit to disposing of English sparrows. but he much 
prefers to descnbe h1s work as the control of English 
sparrows. Floyd devotes most of his \'-aking hours to th<' 
designing, testing, manufacturing and selling of sparrow 
traps. Since he retired from his own commercial glass 
s hop and took to building traps in 1995. he's sold about 
8,000 devices of his own design His des1gns 1nt Jude the 
Un iversal Sparr ow 1 rap. the PVC Sparro\a,. Trap. and-his 
personal pr ide and joy-the Crban/Countq. '-,pt~rrow l\est 
Box Trap. 
By his own admission. Floyd doesn't even earn 
minimum wage for h1s efforts as a trap desJgrH·r As he's 
quick to point out, he does what he does fo1 altruistic 
reasons; he does not dc'iire financial reward IIc•'s prone 
to giving traps away, often sells traps at a loss, and freely 
invites people to steal his trap design" from h1s website 
(www.vanerttrap<i com) . If a person ""as looking to pirate 
a s parrow trap des1gn, that person Lould do worse than 
stealing one from Floyd Van Ert. On h1s 10 acre spread 
and testing grounds along the West Nishnabotna River, 
Floyd has trapped more than 4,000 sparrows in the last 
five years. His traps work. Period. 
If F loyd's a hard man with English sparrows, that's 
on ly because he's a soft man with the eastern bluebird, 
a beautiful and semi-rare indigenous bird that suffers 
mightily at the beak of the English sparrow ' l he bluebird 
needs holes where it can Jay its eggs. preferably 111 old 
t rees and stumps and farmyard fence posts. and the 
introduced birds often occupy all the available holes. 
Wh en Floyd first set out to help save the bluebird, 
he went in to the workshop behind his house and bui lt 
blue bird nesting boxes with bluebird-sized holes in the 
doors. He h u ng the boxes on trees and fence posts, then 
watched he lplessly as most of the boxes were overrun by 
rnghsh sparrows The few blueb1rds he attracted were 
evicted by sparrows. which tos"ed the bluebird nests out 
of the boxc•s and cracked open the bluebird eggs. When 
the sparrows found bluebird hatchlings inside the boxes, 
the} pecked the baby birds to death 
Tlw tt•rribly ferocity of tht~ English sparrow makes 
Floyd unapologettc about h1s \\ork . If anyone ever d1d 
question Flo} d's morals as a sparrow trapper. Floyd 
would hand that person hts sparrow-trapper resume. 
he keeps a stack of these photocopies in his shop. 
When I went to Iowa, seeking Floyd's advice on how to 
better catch sparrows, he gave me my own copy. His 
resume mrludes a list of environmental organizations 
that he belongs to: Iowa Bluebird Conservationists, 
Bluebirds Across Nebraska, Amencan Bird Conservation 
Assonat10n. North America Bluebird Society. When Floyd 
showed me this list. he said. "People ask me. 'Well. why 
haven't you gotten hate mail. for as much as you're known 
all over the United States for trapping sparrows?' Well, 
I've never got a hate mail." 
To explain why, he tapped the resume. And then he 
turned his finger and pointed it at me. "And I never talk 
about killing," he said. "I might talk a little bit about 
disposmg But killing's a big word." 
Although Floyd Van Ert kills enough sparrows to 
open an all-you-can-eat buffet, he's never eaten one In 
fact, I was the first guy he'd ever heard of who wanted 
to trap sparrows in order to eat them. Before I visited 
him, I requested that he start saving sparrows for me, 
to supplement whateve r we happe ned to catch together. 
He let nw know that he was not excited about saving the 
birds . ''I'd rather flick a sparrow into the bushes than to 
wrap it up and put it into my freezer next to my food," he 
told me. But he had been true to his word and saved me 
a medle:y of 27 sparrows and starlings. With that many 
birds, I didn't even need to learn how to catch my own. 
If Floyd was mad at me about making him save 
sparrows, he got over it rather quick ly when he started 
showing me around his place. He li kes giving tours. Before 
we set out to explore his property, Floyd pulled his socks 
up to his knees in order to protect his legs from the tall 
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B ue ir ers often oast 
t at ue ir trai s are 
w at save t e ue ir~ 
from extinction. 
vege tation li e ,t ,u ted his tour just outsidl· the front door 
of the house Hl· explamed that he doe" no t ac tually O\\n 
thb land or the hou,e , tt be longs to Ius "econd \\ife . \larty. 
,.,ho's quite a bit }Ounger than Flo}d i\l.trt} \\ as at work 
on the day \\C toun d the propert}. bu t f.l o). d me ntioned 
her often Il e st~ t d he can't get ove r how muc h he loves her . 
He put it th ts way· "I've got a s ix-CD Bose s tereo in my car, 
and when she's in there I don't eve n tur n it on We just like 
to talk·· He thmks that their relationshtp denves strength 
from the fact that the) each maintam their independence 
Every month ~larty gtves Floyd a bill for what he 0\\es 111 
room and board at her house. 
\tart} ts a bluebirder. which I",., hat <·nthusta'>h call 
themselves '1lw introduced Flo}d to bird conservatiOn. 
One of thetr ftrst projects together was to restore her 
property, whtch was tnundated with nonnative plants 
and gra.,.se" l•lo}d persecuted the nonnative plants as 
vigorously as he persecutes nonnative birds. "I've got it 
all back to nattH' plants and grasses now," he said "This 
ts all natural '\attvt grasses '\attve ,.,tJdflowers lt takes 
} ears to get tl gotng and estabh.,.h< d '\ ou n·ally gotta care 
for it. but once you do tt'" beauttful. It's been fun too. 
\1y wife and I spent S1.200 on seed alone. This land is 
now regtstered with the National\\ tldlife Federation as 
an official backyard wildlife habitat '1 hat makes us proud. 
We've counted over 100 species of birds on this land 
Marty's got a Its! tnside, tf you need to see it." 
We walked down a sltght hill to the foot of a long meadow 
that stretched along the river. Floyd satd that I should have 
seen the meadow )'l'sterday Apparent!}. ht: had to mow the 
whole thing down because the wild lettul c was gelling out 
of hand and threatening to choke out the other plants. 
''This was a heck of a year for wlld let tun· It's an annual, 
and you've got to gel rid of il. Otherwise it wi ll go to seed. 
It started to set bto.,.soms, so I mow<'d it all down with my 
tractor I was mowtng flowers down this tall alongside it." 
He held hts hand up to his chest "I about cm•d," he said. 
his voice cracking. He looked away fo r a moment 
The next stop on the tour was a bluebird trail that 
courses through the property Flo)'d's b luebird trail 
comprises a sem·s of wooden nesting boxes, about the 
size of shoe boxes. During the b luebird nesting season, 
Floyd tends the boxes every day. li e wa lks from one 
to the next. along his trail. Bluebirders often boast 
that bluebird tra il s ar e what saved the bluebird from 
extinction rhat's not an outlandish clatm A hunter and 
naturalist named Dr. T. E. Musselman invented the idea 
of bluebird trails in Illinois back in the 19~30s, JUSt as the 
birds were starling to disappear. By the 1910s bluebirds 
had vantshcd from much of their traditwnal range. 
Dr. Lawrence Zeleny, who fo u nded the Nor th American 
Bluebird Socie ty, popu larized Musse lman's blueb ird 
trail idea with his 1976 book, The HluPbird /Jow You Can 
Help Its Fzglrt for Survival. In the 20 year" following the 
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book's publication. bluebirds made a radical recovery. 
rhe recovery ts considered by many to be the greatest 
g rassroots conservation effort in American history. 
\\ IH n floyd approac hed one of his nest boxes. he talks 
so loudly that the pare nts wtlllwar htm, ge t scared and fly 
off. 1 he btrds are only seve n inc hes long, but the y shov .. 
up brig htly, like tossed Fris bees, as they fly above the grass 
Once th e ad ults take off, Floyd ope ns the front of the box 
and make-; -;ure that everyth ing Js going OK on the tn side 
He says that putting up a bluebtrd box a nd not momton ng 
it ts worse than not pulling up a bluebtrd box at all. 
Flo}d opened one of ht" boxes and was pleased to sec 
five bl autiful bluebird eggs tn the nest " he ratsed stx 
btibtes out of her e the first hatch 'low she'll raise five 
l'Vl' had over 60 bluebtrd babies come off my land so 
far lhts year If I didn't momlor tl, that number might be 
zero. If I didn't trap sparrow'>, I nught not have one nest" 
If r loyd opens one of his box(•s and finds a sparrow 
ne"t. he scatters it and busts the eggs T hen he places 
one of hts traps 111 the box to catch the culpnts. He ma mly 
wants to get the adult male sparrO\\s, \\hich do the br unt 
of the blucbtrd killing "An old male sparrow, he even 
looks mean," said Flo)'d "And he's smart." 
I wanted Floyd to gtve nw a rundown on how to use hts 
sparrow traps effective ly, but ftrst he wan ted to go down 
and get a burger and a pop from Dairy Queen. J d rove 
On th(• way back to his house, he tned to convince me to 
help him wn te a book about trapping sparr ows in cttle" 
Earlier he had told me that bluebtrds do n't like c tttes. 
and thatnt} people don't care about saving bluebtrds 
I scud. "If there are no bluebtrds tn the cities. and 
ctty people don't care about bluebtrds, then wh} do 
ctty people need to know how to get rid of parrows:>" 
" lkcause they bitch all the l11ne. 1 read 'em on 
the Web. They hate sparrows in a city just as bad 
as a bluebt rder does They hate 'em But those people 
don't do anything about it " 
I \\anted to pursue thts conver,atwn with Flo) d. 
but he suddenly got veq excited as we passed the bank. 
He demanded that I turn into the bank's parking lot 
li e guided me around to the back of the building, where 
there was a telephone po le wtth a bluebird box nailed 
to it. T l1<' box was Floyd's. T he hole in the box, whe r e the 
bird wou ld s upposed ly e nt N, was blocked by a me ta l nap 
wtt h an orange, ro und s ticker on it. T h is orange sttcker 
ts what Floyd had spotted from the window of the car 
"Tim. ts fun," he said "I love th is " He got out o l the 
car and pointed to the s licker ··~ee, th is tells me the 
trap's been set off, or t ripped T hen I go over here and 
open this door." He cracked open a small sliding door on 
th e s ide of the t rap. "I open it up abo ut that far," he sa td 
"An d pre tty soon we see the bea l< ." 
T he bPak belonged to a Eu ropean sta rlin g. Floyd hates 
starlings a lmost as much as he ha tes Engli s h spar rows. 
' f


AN AERIAL POPULATION EXPLOSION 
St arlings and house sp arrows, also called 
Eng lish sparrows, are two songbirds not 
protec ted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlrfe 
Service. First rnt roduced in 1851, erght 
pairs of house sparrows were brought 
to Brooklyn, NY-they now number 
1 SO million in North America and are 
the most common songbird Some 
estimates have them at twrce the number 
of all other songb~rds combined The 
invasrve, undes~rable brrd can take over 
bluebird houses, destroy nests and peck 
fledglings to dea th. House sparrows also 
compete for habrtat wrth natrve chrpprng 
and song sparrows. 
Floyd Van Ert builds traps by hand from h1s own des1gn usrng stock 
pieces of metal. Upon enterrng the house, the trap IS trrpped and an 
orange colored obstruction IS sprung to cover the entry hole, keeprng 
the sparrow rns1de the nest box Trapped sparrows are destroyed or 
can be prov1ded to local w1ldltfe rehabilttators to feed recoverrng 
sharp shinned hawks or other raptors. H1s traps help blueb1rd 
populations rebound and are well known by bluebrrders across the 
United States. 
and he hates thC'm for the same reasons He'.._ dt>vt'loping 
a line of traps for starlings. Thi::-. trap w1th tlw s tarling 
v.a.._ a pro to t} pe for a ne w desig n r lo~ d "a1d lw was s till 
work1ng out the bugs in the syste m 
I he " ta rling wa nted out in a big way f· l o~d gra bbl•d 
th e b1rd 's long, yellowi s h beak throug h the small doot 
li e h e ld it. the n opened up th e fro nt of the house and 
grabbrcl th e bird by the body. He reset the t rap and 
climbed 1nto lh<' car. cradling th<' bird in his lap Il l· s<ud 
he couldn't bel1eve that anyone would eat one of these 
d1rty th1ngs We crossed the West 1 Jshnabotna Rtver 
and ell o\l up a hill and pulled into Flo} d's yard \\ lwn h(' 
cltmbed out of the Lar, he realized that the bird had died 
Ill transit "He had a heart attack," Floyd said. "Here's 
another b1rd for you to eat" We \Valked into the housl' to 
ltsten to h1" phone messages A ,.,.·oman from tlw bank wa:-. 
on there, tdltng Flo}d that his starling trap was tripped . 
\\ hl•n I told Floyd that I had been trying to catch 
sparrows \\.·ith a stick-and-prop trap over tht winter, he 
JU"l rolled h1s e~ es Floyd builds h1s traps from sc1 atch. 
nght from slotk p1eces of metal He butlds some of his 
own manufactunng equ1pment He buys some of his 
equipment on cBay He polishes the metal co1 ners of his 
traps w1th a machme normally used to poltsh window 
glass. Once an engineer phoned Floyd to ask how he got 
such a nice po lish on the corners of his metal " li e cou ld 
hardly believe that's how I did it," Floyd to ld me 
Out in his workshop, Floyd showed me how the 
Un1versal ~parrow Trap works. He mounts the trap on 
the 1ns1de of a sparrow-infested bluebml box Wlwn the 
sparrow com<>s 111, it h1ts the trap's tngger and the nwtal 
nap swmgs up, llghtmng fast. and blocks the hole so the 
sparro'" can't get out Floyd held up a llttle block of wood 
that he wanted me to inspect. He uses the block to tt•st 
the trigg<?r t<?n"ion on his traps 
"~et• how d1rty this is?" he asked "I've dropped this 
thousands of limes Th ts weighs two-th1rds of a sparrow's 
we1ght A sparrow weighs 28 grams When a "parrow 
drops down from the hole, it has built up ve l oc1t~ too 
~o it we1ghs mor e than 28 grams really. If I drop th1s 
b lock of wood and it trips the trap, then I know a spat row 
is gonna get caught." 
Floyd's traps are so reliable, he hard ly needs to 
adver tise. "A lo t of my sales are word of mouth," he said 
"'I ha t 's what got my name started. Other guys who se ll 
traps are just envious. They see me and they say, ' I low 
do you do it? You're setting this world on fire' I say, 
' I ain't domg anything I'm just making a trap"' 
As Floyd explained the supremacy of his traps, ht· got 
excited and h1s voice rose. He could tell that I hkecl hearing 
about 1t. so he pulled out a few of his competitor's traps. 
lie keeps them around as a form of amusement I· loyd held 
up one trap that he considers particular!} loathsome. To 
layman e~ es, it was very similar to Flo} d's trap, though it 
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lac ked the durable ye t de licate nourishl's of workmanship. 
"An o ld male s parnm 1" too ..; marl for this trap. It's 
wor th Je..,s, becau"e as soon as you put it in there, the 
s par row won't go in " Flo; d de mo1htrated how to install 
th e tra p in a blueb ird box H<' po1nt<·d to IIH hol e The 
trap had altered the hole's a ppea ran c<' "A sparrow will 
s('t' that little bitty tiny cavity that wasn ' t1n th e hole 
bc>fm c You cou ld put a different screw on th e out std r 
of the box and an o ld sparrow wou ldn't go in. 'I he g uy 
that buill th1s thmks he's got sornelh1ng I k now th1 s g uy 
personally I asked h1m. 'How many of these traps do you 
st•ll?' He sa1d. 'Oh, couple hundred a year. Wh;. I loyd? 
How many of your traps do you sell?' I just laughed. 
I didn't tell him how man~ I sdl 
"Look," he went on. "Th< \;orth A.merica Bluebird 
~Ollely had a bunch of different traps for salt on their 
\\.l bsill' two years ago. And then thl lad} called me up 
and sa1d. 'We're takmg them all off. Except yours· ~ht 
s<lld, ''tou've got a trap. Those other onl'.., are Junk 
\nd they put mine on the \\eb and thq ..,ell them for $11. 
\nd I sell to them for $6 50. Everybody geh them for 
the same price And I pa~ the freight " 
Though he's sold traps to n•search scientists 
and municipalities, Floyd's primary ethlonl<'l s arc 
bluebirders. "Bluebirders are older people," hr sa1d "If it 
weren't for old people, blut•birds wou ld have disappeared. 
That's who I sell my traps to I JUst send them out, before 
I gel paid. ~o credit cards or noth1ng But I alwa~s gel 
paid I'm workmg with a different da"s of people J'hey're 
bluebirders and they're honest people " 
An \-1 BA would cringe at Floyd's bu"me"s model. 
The1 e I" no d1fference between h1s 1 eta!l sales plan and 
h1s wholesale plan There's a gu} 1n Tt·nnes..,ee \\.hO sells 
r loyd's L mversal Sparrow Trap in--ide one of Flo\ d'.._ 
boxes for $49 Floyd sells the samc setup for $2 1 dollars 
And the Tennessee guy doesn't e\en buy the products 
... traight from Floyd. He geh them from some other 
retailer Floyd doesn't even kno\\ who 
"Why don't you call that Tennessee guy up?" l asked 
"You could sell the traps to hun at a h1gher price than ~ou 
usually charge but at a lower price than he's current ly 
pay111g. And why don't you patent your des1g ns?" 
"Because I don't care. He's buyi ng 'em from someone 
who bought 'em from me. I t's not like he's s tea ling 'em. 
If I sell a Un1versal trap to you for $6.50, and you turn 
around and sell it to Joe Blow for $10 50, I' m not going 
to call Joe Blow and steal your custonwr It 's wrong. 
You've got to be happ~ at some point 
"For me, I'm happy to make a good trap I've got 
a handle on th1s t rap market t\1} traps, the} JUSt trap 
sparrows like crazy. If I kept m~ fecdbaLk. }OU would n't 
have time to read it all. I have the best trap on thl' 
market. I know that I do. EH.rybod~ telb me that . 
And I don't do it for money. I do it for reu>gnition." 8! 
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ilea cold winter, wet spring and 
mighty floods harmed some arne 
spectes, many were unaffecte while 
others may even have benefitted. 
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Iowa's pheasant population needed a break to bounct• 
back this year. but winter and spring were two of the most 
1nho~pitable on record However. there will be some good 
hunting in 2008, but hunters may have to work a httle 
harder or tr} new areas to bag b1rds 
"Hunters arc still going to find bird~ and have good 
hunting," sa} s Todd Bogenschutz, upland wild life 
biOlOgist for the D 'R "The key will be finding habitat. 
Areas w1th good hab1tat will be areas holding birds. But 
if we ever needed to have a good spring, it \\as this yt·ar 
and we didn't get it" 
Most of Iowa's best pheasant habitat is land enroll<'d 
in the USDA's Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 
Flooding in Iowa and other Midwestern stales this spring 
has the USDA looking into the possibility of releas1ng 
land enrolled in CRP before contracts are complt·ted . 
In Iowa, about 500,000 additional acres of lRP could 
be plowed under this fall for row crop production in the 
spnng if the early release 1s approved. 
l'hese 500,000 acres are marginal quality farm ground. 
but cnttcal nesting habitat High crop pnce!". have 
brought margmalland back into crop productton at an 
alarming rate . Farmers are also plantmg fewer acres of 
hay or oats, habitat types that benefit pheasants, \\hen 
corn and bean prices are at current high levels 
"The real impact for wildlife will be felt over the 
next few years as less and less cover is available to get 
through the har-.;h winter. and less ne-.;ttng habttat 1s 
available to produce young," Bogenschutl says "We need 
to hold on to what CRP land we have not only to provide 
nesting cover. but to reduce soJ! eroswn and chcm1cal runoff 
to our streams. Thi-.; rnargmalland 1s mort• prone to ero-;wn 
and offers lo\H'r crop yield-.; than land not in the program " 
The phea-.;ant populatiOn has trended down the past 
fhe years. -.;.1\e for 2005 Cnt1cal CRP habitat began 
expiring m 2006 to produce more corn Th<·n late last fall 
Mother Nature threw in an ice storm follov .. ed by nearl> 
4 feet of snow during the winter, followed by the wettest 
spring on record and some of the coolest temperatures 1n 
the last 45 year" rtnally, the peak hatd1 wa-.; around June 
10 to 15, dunng the height of the dcva-.;tattng 2008 flood. 
The optimist \\ill note that if a hen loses h<·r nest 
before her eggs hatch. -.;he will likely tr}' to nc-.;t again. 
although with fc\'.er eggs than the fir-.;t attempt c;,he may 
even attempt a third nest, if she lost thl first t\\0, but with 
fewer eggs yet Abo, the wet weather delayed haying past 
the peak of the hatch to potentially help nuttgatc nests 
lost to noocling 
Even with that depressing scenario, Iowa still has 
pheasants Bogenschutl estimates the overall population 
will be similar to the all-ttme low seen in 2001. The D R's 
annual August Roadstde Survey ts the best predictor of 
how pheasant hunttng wtll be in the fall. I he survey takes 
place Aug 1-15, driven over the same 210 routes each 
year. Each 30 mile route IS on a grave It oad and surveyed 
on mornings with heavy dew when hens will bnng chicks 
to the road to dry off 
Based on weather data and computer models, early 
mdications are northwest Iowa may have better btrd 
numbers The remainder of the stale -;a\ .. stgntficant snow 
and the heavte-;t rainfall and flooding Ihe-;c area" wtlllikel} 
have fewer birds overall. but better numbt•rs found tn areas 
with good habitat 
-
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Another banner year pursuzng Iowa's przzed whttetazls 
The 2008 deer hunting season should be similar to 2007, 
hopefully minus the rotten weather Efforts to reduce 
Iowa's deer herd to levels of the mtd-to-late 1990s are 
beginning to pay dividends m northwest and north-
central counties. Eastern and southern counties are also 
ln ncling toward that goal. but some are not yet there 
Managing the deer herd i.,; a challenge to find a 
balance between hunters. molonsts and farmers who 
have different ideas on opt11nal herd size. 
"\\e are starling to get some complaints from hunters 
about not seemg as many det•r. even from some mid-
ea-;tern and northeast counlte-; It'-.; not a lot of noise, but 
tll'i out there." says Tom Lttchftcld. D\JR deer biologt-;t 
I Jtchfield says some area-; have htgher deer number'> 
than ht• would ltke. but most appear to be reachtng 
a plateau or heading downward The herd may have 
mcn·asl'd slightly in certain areas of central and southern 
Iowa. and scattered areas in northeast Iowa. 
"The herd tn the Red Rock Management Unit near 
De-. Motnes 1s leveling off and we hope to get it turned," 
lttchfteld -.;a} s 
The Rtverton Unit herd in far southwest Iowa has 
es-.t ntJ,tll; peaked and appears to be m a downward trend 
Ltlchfteld sttll recommends an tncrease in the doe harvest 
to dnve the herd down a little more quickly. 
I he deer population in the west central region in the 
Loess lltlls needs more pressure to gel numbers down. 
The Mtssouri River Unit is very clo.;;e to turning the 
cot ner. but the Bays Branch Untt is definitely not 
Limited access to private land m t'<YO or three count1es 
in the Ba} s Branch Unit has essentially created a refuge 
for deer b> not allowing adequate hunting pressure. In 
thes<' same counties the public land is getting hit hard 
"The population needs to be reduced on private land so 
we need to make inroads therr to turn the herd," he says 
" o matter what the antlerless quotas were in these 
counties, there are these small refuge spots that do 
not gt•l enough hunting pressure. Landowners in these 
refuges do not allow any huntmg or only hunt during 
one se;l'ion," Litchfield says "If the landowner or owners 
ate not gomg to change the way they operate and allow 
acce"" to more hunters. we wtll have to address thc-;e 
hotspot access issues through depredation permits on 
neighboring properties. Turning the rest of the county 
into a deer desert to make up for these refuges won't 
solve these types of problems" 
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Iowa hunter" will continue to experience some of 
the best deer hunting in the nation and hunters w1ll sel 
plenty of deer. including bucks. but. overall. tiH·y \\Ill see 
fev.er deer, he says. 
"That's not a bad thing," Litchfield says "Our 
management plan should result in stabilized to slightly 
growing deer numbers that we will manage through 
antlerless harvest. However, even with fewer deer. 
hunlrrs should plan on taking at least as many does as 
they do bucks. Passing up small bucks and taking a doe 
will provide better hunting in the future 111 most areas If 
we get to the point where we harvest too many deer, well, 
we know how to grow more deer if the time comes " 
'"' 
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Wetlands across the state were generally in good shape 
th1s past spnng, much better overall than recent } Lars . 
\\ etland restoration has improved the quantity and 
quality of wetlands, much of it funded with federal dollars 
through the Wetland Reserve Program, Consl n ·ation 
Reserve Program and the Farmed Wetlands Program. 
GEESE 
For the second year in a row, Canada goose populations 
in Iowa declined due to poorer-than-average production 1n 
2006 and 2007 and higher-than-average harvests resulting 
from the special early Canada goose seasons those same 
years. Unfortunately, Canada goose production was below 
average again this year due to heavy rains during late 
April. The'>e precipitation events resulted 111 flooding of 
river system-. in the eastern half of the stale. \l.hirh likely 
de-.troyed most goose nests on floodplains Because of the 
declining population estimates, the D 'R clo-;ed th<' <"arly 
September goose -.eason. 
Th1s decline may not be noticed in urban areas \\here 
geese have higher survival rates due to less hunting 
pressure than their rural cousins. To continue to put 
hunting pressure on urban geese, the special ~eptcrnbcr 
hunt zones around Des Moines and Cedar Rapids/Iowa 
City will remain in effect. Additionally, a new spectal 
September hunt zone will be opened around Cedar 
Falls/Waterloo. 
"These special hunts do help to suppress urban 
goose populations, but often other population control 
techniques must also be employed to keep urban geese 
from becoming overabundant," says Guy Zenner, state 
waterfowl biologist. 
The better Canada goose hunting will be in northwest, 
southwest and south-centra! Iowa, which had fair to good 
production. Hunting in the eastern half will not likely 
be as good due to the poor production, at least until 
migrating geese arrive. 
Weather is the major factor influencing Canada goose 
hunting during the latter half of the season. Weather 
patterns tn Iowa and the upper l\1idwest dictate whC'n. 
where and how geese migrate-will thcr they trickle 
through or migrate en massL at season's end. 
~now goose hunting contmuc•s to b<· challenging in Iowa. 
The m1gration-if it does come through th< stat<·-only 
lasted a few clays in recent } ears '-lnow goose migrations 
arC' evolving as birds stay longer 111 the Dakotas and Canada 
and shift migration paths west to Kansas and Oklahoma. 
Once a large part of the waterfowl hunting scene in Iowa, 
snow goose hunting has all but disappearc·d during fall. 
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\\ ith JUst average summer precipitation, Iowa's wetlands 
\a,;ould have remained in good condition and produce an 
above average number of ducklings. Habitat and breeding 
population information for Canada v.as unavailable at the 
time Lhts article was written, but Zenner expects about 
avl'ragt product1on for ducks on the Canadian pra1ries 
"Assuming we have fair to good \H'tland ht1b1tat this 
fall, we should entice some of these migrating birds 
to stop in Iowa for a while," Zenner says "Everything 
l11ngcs on the \\etland habitat conditions we have in lo"'a 
in ~cptember, October and November, and on the weather 
patterns that develop during the fall." 
Locally, Iowa should have better-than-average teal 
production due to the spring rains that filled temporary 
wetlands this spring and created good wetland conditions 
over much of northern Iowa. 
I ~I( 
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Iowa turkey hunters can expect to find good numbers of 
birds over much of the state this fall, despite the unusual 
weather the past 12 months. 
"The winter of 2007-08 likely had minimal impact on 
the turkey population" overall says Todd Gosselmk. DNR 
forest wildlife research biologist. "Man> birds had access 
to \l.aste grain and came through the winter in good 
shape, but some local areas may have had significant 
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ovet winter loo..;-.;es where turkeys dtd not have access to 
wastl' gt ain " 
Above avl'rage "Pring rainfall re'iulted in record 
or near record floods 111 some portions of Iowa. and 
Gos~ehnk is expecting turkey populatiOns in thos(• 
regtons to decline. Depending on the severity. some 
regions could expenence a nottceablc dedim• in turkey 
numbers compared to 2007. 
"Roughly half of the turkey population can bl· loo..;l 
each year to various causes of mortalit\."' says Cosselink. 
"Turkeys rely on the reproducthe season to at least 
maintain existing population levels. \\ et ( onditions oil en 
lead to higher numbers of nests being destroyed by nest 
predators. and thts problem ts compounded wlwn nests 
arc also lo-.t to flood111g .. Research suggests cool. dry 
weather ts best during the ne-.ting season, and \\·arm, dry 
condittons are optimal during the brood-rearing pl'liod. 
Another indtcalot of good turkey numbers is the 
number of turkeys harvested during the 2008 spnng 
season Although the harvest declined sltghlly from 2007, 
fewer licen'ie-.; were tssued due to the rainy. cold weather. 
~uccess rates were similar to the previous spnng, which 
indicates numbers have remained some\\ hal constant. 
The regtonal outlook for fall 2008 ts probably be-.t in 
western and northeast Iowa where tdeal mixe-. of lt ees. 
row crops and grasslands result in good lurkl') numbers 
"DNI~ surveys show that turkey population" are strong 
in the loe-.;s H tlb region of western Iowa and the wooded 
areas 111 northeast Iowa. These regions should continue 
to provtdt• excellent hunting this fall," says C.osselink. 
A combinatton of poor "'-eat her and les-. than tdl'al 
habtlat in the "outhern region lead to several years of 
decltning numbers. Plenty of turke) s are avaJiablt·. but 
not at the level of western and northeast Iowa r>.lut h of 
the southern Iowa habttat is pasture and old ftclds wtth 
stunted bronw grass, which is not ideal for turkeys ~onw 
of those old bromc grass pastures are being returned 
to corn and beans, which may help turkey populations 
Wi ld turkey habitat in the central and north-central 
regions largely consists of riparian habitat a'isocialed with 
the Des Moines, Skunk and Boone rivers These regions 
support turkey popu lations but are limited by the lack 
of substantial woodlands. Good hunting opportuntlies 
extst in areas wtth habitat, but overall number~ are lower. 
hxtensivc flooding 111 these regions wtll undoubtedly 
decrease 2008 reproductiOn in flood platns 
Fall turkey hunting is not nearl) as popular as spring 
hunttng, but fall provtdes a different expenence that (an 
be both challengtng and rewarding. 
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"Thi'i i<> an excellent hunting opportunity for young 
hunters because the traditional approach to fall hunting 
allows hunters to make a lot of noise, scream and yell. 
when attempting to break up a flock," (,ossehnk says 
"I hen, the strategy is to sit down, watt until the turkeys 
begtn calltng, then call the turktys back." 
Fall hunters may also usc a dog to point a turkey 
or aid 1n scattenng flocks. The long fall "eason reduces 
chatH cs of hunter interference. 
I lJ ~ H j\ I~ I - T I I~ F 0 I~ E C j\ S T 
Iowa's fur harvesters should expect plt'nt} of opportuntty 
thts s<. a son Raccoon---the number one. bread and butter 
sfH'Ues-are available tn good numbers and currently 
have a fairly good pelt market. 
Coyote numbers are doing wtll statewide. with higher 
numbers in the Loess Htlls, the southern half of Iowa and 
the far eastern counties 
There ts a good population of beaver and mink over 
much of the state. Andrews says the DNR recetves a 
number of beaver-damage complaint-. each year Mtnk 
provtdc a challenging option to late ~cason trappers 
who battle ice and cold to keep thcu traps functtonal 
Iowa'" river otter population i" in good -.hape and 
supported a good harvest 1 he tnitial harve-.t quota of 
tOO otters has not caused any tmparts tn Lhr population. 
The 2008-09 otter quota was tncrcased to 500 
"\\'e continue to have otters stall'\\lde Rtvt: rs that 
mrander and have wooded corridors ncarb} tend to have 
more otters than straightened nvcrs. ltkl in \\(>stern 
Iowa," says Ron Andrews. D ' R fur bearer b10logtst 
N lJ M 13 1: I~ S S T I L L D 0 W N 
Heel fox numbers are down and the populatwn ts 
seemingly trending downward fhe loss of habitat. 
pa"t outbreaks of mange and predation by coyotes 
have all added to the decline of the red fox. l'he past 
three years is on the low end of harvest tota ls. 
Muskrats, once lhe mainstay for Iowa trappers. remain in low 
numbers in Iowa, the Midwest and across much of the nation 
P E L T M J.\ I~ I< E T 
'I he pelt market appears to be fairly strong Most pelts 
are bought in foreign countnes and a weak dollar leads 
to better sales "I would rather have our trappers have the 
outdoor experience as their matn obJective and -.hare that 
t•xpenence with someone, than to do it with an<') eon the 
alnughl} dollar." Andrews sa}s 8 
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__BY.BRJAN BUTTON 
ELECTRIC CARS 
SELLING LIKE Ll TNI 
\\'htle high gas prices ha\e many tem1wrs blo\'.·ing a 
fuse, othe1 dnvers are s1mpl:r plugging in, getting amped 
abou t the super-low operating costs of clertnc vehicles. 
"I would burn ~:~50 m gas a month" w1th a combustion 
engtne. sci~ s ·r homas (,letsner of .\rnes. who O\\ns 
Amescars com. lcl\\·a's onl~ seller of /.enn electnc vehicles 
"With the electric Lar. I'll drive 5,000 milL's for 0..,50" 
A \\avt• of l'iectric vehicle-; \\Ill hit markLts soon. By 
-==;iii~~~:._~;~O~lO, the long-anticipated Chevy Volt, a '\tssan model 
ii and othl·rs are expected to graLe siH)\\rooms, 
but for no\',, Iowans can snatch up a two-seat 
hatchback built by the Zenn Motor Company. 
I he Zenn (short for zero emts'>ions. 
no noi-;e) full:r l harges overntght 
using a standa1 d 110 \Olt outlet 
and conH s with !water and air 
conditioner. ThL· rugged body, 
built overseas. has a 20-year 
1 track record of enduring all 
the pounding that European 
cobblestones can inflict "It's 
EASY ON THE GAS BILL A-200ft PG 
Volkswagen has a two-seat diesel concept car, planned for a 2010 
release. wtth super-low drag styling capable of 200 mpg The two 
seats are arranged behmd one another, ltke a glider A futuristic-
styled three-wheel car butlt by Aptera boasts an outlandish 
230 mpg plug tn electrtc or hybrid With top speeds of 85 mph, 
passengers are cradled tn a Formula 1 composite safety cage. At 
present, the Aptera IS avatlable only to Ca ltforn ta restdents 
LEARN MOR 
Amescars.com, 128 S. Duff Ave., Ames, /A 50010, 
515-233-9900, www.amescars.com 
www.Zenncars.com 
Dymac electric trucks, cargo and passenger vans, 
www.dymacvehiclegroup.com 
• w ww.aptera.com 
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a high qualit:r piece of equipment and a proven produL·t." 
sa:rs Crlet<>ner, who also sel ls Dymac electric trucks and 
seven scat passenger and cargo vans. 
I'he Zenn is a city and town car. perfect for errands 
and local commutes \\llh a top -;peed of 25 mph otf tlw lot, 
sa:rs Gleisner. who O\\ns one hunself. and use" a n•gular 
l<lr for highway trips. I· or S2!l0. most buyers pick up an 
afll·rmarket upgrade kit to hit :~5 mph. he says. Priced 
around S17.000. one buyer put sevt:ral thousand down with 
$200 monthl:r payments less than hts current ga-;olinl' bill. 
W 1thout oil changes, filter-; or hoses. "The Lenn is pretty 
much a low maintenance velucle," says Gleisnrr. who has 
2,!100 mtk>s on his. "Once you\e had one 1t is like fn•l'dom." 
Gle1sner plans to offer a new generation electric Smart 
car \\lth h1ghway speed-; up to 75 mph and a 200 milt' range 
to the pleasure of thosL with longer, cost!) commute .... 
.\I read~. "several people are on tht It st." he says, noting 
the range ts 300 miles \\hen cnusmg at 55 mph. 
"We need to somehov ... sonll'\'-a} get a portion of our 
driving away from the gas pump. fhen we have control 
of our lives and our economy." 
ELECTRIC G S COl' E FULL CIRCLE 
The 1916 Milburn Electric Brougham Model 22 is an example of a 
successful electnc car of the early 20th century. Its rechargeable 
battenes could last four hours on a charge while crutsing around 
town at 15 mph 
Bu1lt tn Toledo, Ohio from 191 5 to 1923, the car provtded etty 
dwellers wtth a viable option to the gas engtne 
Iowa's then governor, George W Clark and wtfe Arletta, 
purchased a used one in 1918 when he left office and returned 
to Adel He did not enJOY drivtng and the Milburn raptdly became 
Arletta s pnde and joy She drove tt the next 23 years unttl 1941. 
when tt was presented to the state. It is on display at the State 
Htstorical Center in Des Moines at 600 East Locust. 
"It's the 1deal car for a lady to drive. It tS very easy to dnve and 
completely silent. I have had a great deal of enJoyment. ustng tt 
for shopptng and maktng cal ls;· Arletta satd in 1941 
"The Milburn Electrics were among th e most popular and 
elegant cars of the time and were used by President Woodrow 
Wilson's secret service men President Wilson owned a 1918 
Milburn Electric, which he drove around the Whtte House grounds." 
accordtng to the Milburn Electric car webs1te. 
A I 0 T L vro SPAR" W CfDI\R R P OS 
In 1904, Roy McCartney of Cedar Raptds bUilt an electric 
auto ca lled the Maxen ElectriC Although three were built, 
he was unable to secure fundtng for manufacturing In 1913, 
he unsuccessfully tned agatn to build and interest financters 
in hts veh1cle 
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_BY SHELENE CODNER 
• A simple guide to being your own squirrel 
Considering oaks are Iowa's state tree and add a majestic beauty 
to landscapes. they are excellent trees to plant Of course. you could 
buy a tree or grow }Our own by collecting and planttng acorns. 
COLLECTING 
Collect acorns in the fall when they begm falling from the trees. The acorn is ripe for 
collecting when you can easily remove the cap. Do not allow acorns to heat up; keep 
them in the shade while collectmg The acorn could lose the ability to germinate if i 
gets too warm Collect plenty so you have a good selectiOn. 
Immediate planting should be limited to white oak acorns, which germmate 
shortly after falling, but can be stored for later planting. Red oak acorns must be 
planted in the spring following collection. If you are not sure wh1ch acorns you have, 
store them 111 a plastiC bag in damp peat or saw dust and refrigerate at 40 F for spring 
planting Keep an eye on your acorns over the winter; it is cruc1al they are not allowed 
to dry out or heat up as they will lose their abd1ty to germinate. 
PLANTING 
After deciding the proper time to plant, remove your acorns from storage and select 
the best ones for planting (plump and free of rot) Test your acorns to see if they are 
viable by placing them 111 a bucket of water Vtable acorns will sink. Place your viable 
acorns in loose potting soilm one-gallon pots Pots should have holes 111 the bottom 
to allow for drainage Plan t acorns on their s1des at a depth of one half to one t1mes 
the w1dth of the acorn Keep the so1l mo1st 
TRANSPLANTING 
Seedlings should be transplanted as soon as the first leaves open and become firm 
but before extensive root development occurs The planting hole should be twice as 
wide and deep as the pot and root ball Carefully remove the root ball and gently set 
it in the hole with the root crown at the level of the soil surface. F1ll the hole with soil 
and water generously 
For a host of resources tncluding wildlife habitat planting, cost share programs or to order 
seedltngs, visit the DNR's Forestry Bureau at www.iowadnr.gov/ forestry/index.html. 
• .. -• 
Although Chef Friese has swapped h1s chef's hat for a laptop to 
pursue his w nting career, Devotay (named after the Frieses sons. 
Devon and Taylor) has been left in the capable hands of his wife 
Kim, who oversees day· to day operat1ons, and Chef de Cuis1ne 
Kevin Henning Make su re to sample the vegetable taurine -
much like lasagna but tast1er and healthier Or try a bowl of the 
Devotay paella, a traditional Spamsh rice casserole stuffed w1th 
organic pasture-raised ch1cken. chonzo sausage and shellfish 
Iowa City'" Devotay Plates Local Food \Vith Worldly Flair 
RELAX AT THIS DOWNTOWN EATERY WHERE NEARLY EVERYTHING-
RIGHT DOWN TO THE TABLEWARE- IS FROM IOWA. 
ult used to be a restaurant was judged 011 
lzow far au.Jay tlzr food and ingredients camr 
from." says ou·m•r and chrf emeritus Kurt 
Michael Friese 11zats all changing ,\ow 
it's all aboutlwu close 1/1s "Buymg local 
Fnese gets brttrr products. traceable ongms. 
trust m the producer and better control m1 
timely delwery "/ rrally enjoy seeing my 
dollar agam," Frzese says. '1 am gtving back 
to the commumly that IS gll'mg to me " 
APPLEWOOD SMOKED 
TROUT MOUSSE 
1 pound applewood smoked trout fill et s 
1 tablespoon prepared h orserad ish 
3,4 cup h eavy cream, or as needed 
Jui ce of one lemo n (about 2 tablespoons) 
'14 teaspoon white pepp er 
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l~l'move skin and bones fr om fille ts 
In ct food pr ocessor. t: hop th e trou t 
fine, like bread c ru mbs Remo\'e to 
a large bowl and fo ld in 1 e mai ning 
ingredients Add cream lo des1red 
con'>Jstency Ch il l ont> hour to 
ovn n1ght and ser ve with rrostini 
(small. thin slices o f toast C'CI bread) 
or crackers. Gar ni s h with ca pers a nd 
lemon s li ces. 
PAN SE ARED PHEASANT BREAST 
WITH LA QUERCIA PROSCIUTTO, 
KALONA MOZZARELLA AND WILD 
MUSHROOM CREAM 
2 bon eless pheasant brea sts, skin on 
2 sli ces of pro sciutto, paper thin 
(about '14 oz.) 
2 tablespoons shredded mozzarella 
2 t ablespoons olive oil o r butter 
salt and pepper to taste 
SAUCE : 
Y2 cup tightly packed sliced wild 
mushrooms, suc h as oyster, goat's 
beard, or any edible mushroom 
1 clove garlic, sliced paper th in 
V• cup roasted red pepper cut int o 
very thin strips 
1 tablespoon butter or olive oi l 
V• cup dry sherry 
% cup heavy cream 
1 tablespoon chopp ed rosemary 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Pre heat ove n to 400 F. Meanwhile. 
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Deeply entrenched in the Slow Food movement, the Frieses 
advocate a food system that is good. clean and fa1r. That ensures 
virtually everything that reaches the tables at Devotay 1s fresh, 
locally grown and the producers are fairly compensated for their 
work. In fact, all of Devotay's meat and dairy needs and 60 percent 
of its remaming mgred1ents are met through local partners. Even 
the tableware comes from the skilled hands of professional potter 
Kim McWane Friese. 
- - - ~ HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? Send to WILDCU/5/NE@DNR.IOWA.GOV ~----
U!>ing a s harp fillet knife, carefully 
s lice a pocke t into th e thi cke r edge of 
the pheasant breast. Stu ff each breast 
with one sli er of prosciutto a nd one 
tablespoo n of mozzare ll a. Press to sea l 
and season wi th s alt and pe ppe r. 
Il eal o live o il or bu tte r in a la rge 
saute pan ove r high . Add pheasant 
brc•asts s kin s id e down and adjust 
hra t to medium-high . Saute a bout four 
minutes or unti l golde n brown. T urn 
a nd cook until g o lde n brown . about 
th ree minutes. Re move pa n fr om heat. 
Trans fe r breasts to a n ove n-proof pan 
and place in ove n fo r s ix minutes or 
dcstred done ness. Re move from oven 
a nd allow to rest covere d while s auce 
is comple ted . 
Return sautl' pan to burner at 
medltlm high and add oil or butter 
Add in mush rooms and peppers. 
sti r r ing frequently f01 two minutes. 
Add garlic and stir anotlwr two 
min u tes. When m ixtur e is te nder and 
mus hroom s have n·lt'asecl j uices, ad d 
s h erry. Caution May ignite! 
Allow sher ry to evaporate until almost 
dry (about 1 tablespoon left) then add cream 
and turn heat to nwdium Add rosemary. 
Allow cn•am to rcdun in volume by half 
(about fi ve minutc·s.) Remow from heat and 
season with salt ctnd pepper to taste 
If desi r ed . s ltcc• breasts to 1 1 inch 
slices a nd fan on ..,erving plate Dnzzle 
wl! h sauce a nd Sl' J vc· immediate!) \\ith 
a d r y wh it<' o r a light-bodied red wme. 
DCLJOT,<Jy 
117 North Linn St. 
Iowa City 
319-354-1001 
www.devotay.net 
HOURS: 
LUN CH: M o nday Satu rday. 11 -2. 
DINNER: M onday Thursday and Sunday, 
5-9; Fn day Saturday, 5-10. 
SUN DAY BRUNCH 10-2 
S1gn up for Devotay ·~ 
newsletter, or check 
out Chef Friese's 
for thcomtng book 
Slow Food in the Heartland: 
A Cook's Journey at 
www.icecubepress.com 
or booksellers 
WWW.IOWADNR.GO'' 3 
WlLD CUISINE_ - CAMPS IDE__ BY JOE WILKlN50N_ 
Pass the Pawpaws, Please 
WALK IOWA'S WILD SIDE FOR A SEASONAL TROPICAL FRUIT-LIKE DELIGHT 
(ailed 1 he "Indiana banana." "cu ~lard apple .. and 
other handles, tlw pawpa\\ (Asimina triloba) tree 
grO\\s through the southeast and lower i\lidwcst. 
Iowa 1s the northern edgt of this mystt r\' fruit's range. 
"They an• found along the l\1ississippl Htvt rand 
southeast Iowa," says Pat O'Malle}. hot ttcultut ahst 
\\lth Iowa State llnivt•rsit} Extension , v.ho gnms them 
in hb Iowa City yard . 
Finding them is challenging. Tlwy prl'ft•r filtered sun. 
protected slopt•s and moisture . Look within 100 yard.., 
of a railroad right of way in sc utht rn lo\\ a . "As the} 
were building railroads, cre\\s snacked on pawpa\\s 
from :\lissouri. They spit out the seeds," he says . 
Simply pick. peel and eat. Ripe when the fruit gtves 
a little to pressurl', usually earl} fall Much like a peach. 
the) 'II have a strong, fruity aroma. "It's a cream). sweet 
taste a cross lwt\\l'ell a melon and a banana." scl} s 
0':\.lalley. "'I lw tt•xture is sort of likt• a mt'lon. softer 
flesh. though ; a vanilla custard taste." 
PAWPAW MUFFINS 
1Uark F Solzn. of l)ikel'ille. Ky. .from Mountain Country 
Cooking, St Martin's Press, 'liew }ork, 1996 
1 lb. ve ry rip e pa wpaws, 
non-st1ck vegeta bl e spray 
1 ,,, cup all-purpose flour 
v, cup wh1te cornmeal 
1 tables poon baking powder 
1 egg 
'h cup 100 percent pure sweet sorghum 
'14 cup oil 
1 cup 2 percent milk 
,,, cup h1ckory nut or pecan p1eces 
,,, cup ra1sm s 
Wash and peel pawpa" s and press through a food mill 
:\lt•asure out 1 cup of pulp Pn•ht·at oven to 400 I· ~pray 
lH medium muffin cups ~pnnkl~ a little cornmeal1nto 
each rup . In a large bowl, wh1oo;k flour, cornmeal and 
baking powder Crack the egg into the- dry mix, whisk 
until egg is wt"ll mixed. Add sorghum. oil and mtlk, 
stirring until almo<>t mixed ~ttr in nut" and ratstns With 
the nuts barely mixed in and thl flour JUSt incorporated, 
pour batter into the muffin cups. filling each about 2/:3 
full. Bake 17 minutes or until an mserted toothpick comes 
out dean. l\Iuffins should b~ rrust) on the top and brown 
on the bottom Cool three minutes on a wire rack. then 
lift from the pan onto the wire rack to finish cooltng. 
WEB BONUS: Pawpaw-Pineapple Sherbet and pawpaw rream 
pt( 'l·lS at rt u w.iowadnr.gov, magazine/ index.lztml. 
SHORT LIFE SPAN 
Remember last dt>er season? That's likt· asking, "Remember tlw Ice Bowl game bt'lwt'l'll (,reen Bay 
and Dallas?'' for those of us old enough to haH seen it. 
It didn't start out that unusual. but det•r season never 
seems short on sUSJH'nse It 's always busy, and it's not for 
lack of good reason that most officers ref<·r to December 
as "Deercemlwr." 
Opening Day started out as a dnale, then turned to 
flying ice Road conditions quickly turned south, with 
"travel not reromrn<'tHied "The radto dispalLher called 
and asked what tlw road conditions were in my area. 
"Deer hunting not recommended." I responded. but that 
didn't fl} It quickly got incredibl} slu .. k. and I remembered 
all those opening days the past fe\ .. ) < ars so warm deer 
hunters \H're hunting in T-shirts 
It seemed many hunters were sla} ing honw. It was 
tempting to thtnk, "Nobody is going to be out in this," 
but thinking so would only s how you had IH'V<'r worked 
deer season before. 
I popped over a hill and saw a car 
parked at the bottom ,.,·ith a couple of 
men next to it. One \\as \\Caring an 
orange Vlst Pulling up I recognized 
the man Ill tiH• vt•sl as someone I've 
known for years and a long time hunter. 
He was absolutely covered in ice lie 
looked like someone had dunked him 
tn the water then thrown him in a deep 
freeze. I've never st·<·n anyone that 
caked tn ice and still movmg_ He looktod 
like an ice ..;culpture. I rolled do,a,n tlw 
windO\\, satd hello. and told him, "\ou 
know} ou ktnd of look like the Tin !\!an 
from the \\ tzat d of Oz " 
He laughed "Yeah, tt's pretty rough 
out there " II<· had been hunting all 
morning. It was rough going. but 1t 
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didn't lake the smile off hts face. He was hunting by 
himself. stlltng and waitmg, but, apparently even tht deer 
had run for cover as he didn't have anything yet. We talked 
for quill' awhile. I kne\\ he would probably dry out his 
gear and be back. 
I drove on. and the rest of the morning was as 
unt vt·ntful as I had ever seln. I dtdn't mind After all 
these }ears and all the adventures, I live by the motto 
"Bonng is a good thing." 
I stopped and had lunch with a couple of my 
netghboring officers \\ho were also trying to break 
through the worsening ice People passmg by our table 
asked, ''How are the hunters doing out there today?" 
'\ot good, we answered. 
After lunch, I walked back out to my truck, dug out the 
ke scraper and started to chtp away at my windshteld while 
I cranked up the heater to sauna-like levels in the cab 
Dnving away, one could only creep along the extremely 
slick roads Trying to stop someone was nearly impossible 
as it could send us both into the dttch. 
I continued to an area long a source 
of complaulls during deer seasons past 
Driving along a ridge I could see the tlll-
tale stgn ahead that not ever} one \\a..; 
going home rwo pickups were bestde 
each other, facing opposite directions 
in the middle of the road. exhaust rising 
from the tailpipes I could see orange 
through the rear windows and reflected 
in their outsidl' rcarview mirrors. I 
correctly guess<'<! they and their lrit nds 
had a sectiOn surrounded. probably had 
the deer spotted, and were planning the 
next move I started a long way behmd 
them to bring my truck to a stop, got 
out, and approached them. They didn't 
have any deer Y<'t, so I checked thci1 
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11THE DRIVER JUMPED 
OUT ONTO THE 
SLICK ROAD WITH 
SHOTGUN IN HAND. 
I COULD TELL HE WAS 
SO FIXATED ON E 
DE R THAT HE HAD 
ABSOLUTELY NO 
IDEA MY ICE CUBE ON 
WHEELS WAS THERE:' 
licc•nses and gun cases. By now the ice was flying so hard 
it stung the face, and you could hear it bouncing off the 
nwtal of the pickups You could hardly see as thP wind 
picked up, turning the ice into flying icicles 
I got back in the truck, and I knew what would be 
happening now The cell phones would be nnging, or the 
pock<'! rad1os would be squawking, warning everyone 
I was in the area "Fine," I thought, "I can usc the help 
today. All of a sudden I'm everyv.here." 
I had to stop again to clear off my windshield. It was 
a losing battle. The pickup started to fishtaJI as I tried 
to make my way up a hill As the road emerged from 
between a line of trees. something to m} left caught 
my eye An enormous buck was running at high speed 
toward the road. "It's being chased," I immediately 
thought. I didn't even have time to stop and get out 
the binoculars. As the buck leaped the fence in a hugr 
graceful arc, I saw it coming from the left ahead of me. 
A pickup s lid almost s ideways through the intersection 
just ahead of me and sped toward me. I turned on my 
lights to stop it. It s lid to a stop facing me just as th e deer 
started to bound across the road between us. The door 
opened, and experience told me what would happen next. 
The driver jumped out onto the slick road with shotgun 
in hand I could tell he was so fixated on the deer that he 
had absolutely no idea my ice-cube-on-wheels was there 
He rai sed the shotgun, and I only had time to think. "Oh 
no." He was starling to track the deer with the shotgun 
I ducked behind the dashboard for what little cover 
it offered. I fully expected the next sound to be the 
subsonic whoosh of the slug tumbling through glass or. 
wo1 sc yet. the crash of it impacting metal. h>r several 
seconds I waited. Finally I slowly raised m:r head and 
Jll'l'red over the dash I could sec hun putlmg his shotgun 
in a case. I could only guess he had been looking dcn .. ·n 
the gun barrel at the deer through h1s s1ghts. and as 
Jw tried to take aim thought. "Deer. deer, dt•t•r. uh oh. 
game warden'" All the while. it was white tail and antlt•rs 
jumping the next fence and escaping across the Jield. 
I opened the door and tned to skate my way up to him. 
"I think we have a little problem here today." I "ald. as I 
asked to ..,ee his hcense. While he maintained Ill' had the 
gun in a case and got out of the pickup to load it. I told 
him I really didn't believe that. I mentioned there was the 
lillie problem of chasing deer with the pickup, also 
I told him to put away his gun, and to get in my truck 
as there was no use in us both standing out in the storm. 
While I wrote the ticket I cou ld tell he was upset, but it 
turned out to be more about not getting the deer than 
the fine. Apparently he had been watching it for some 
time "Well. this isn't the way you do it," I said "We gel 
lots of complaints about this sort of thing." 
I guess you could call it blind luck depending on which 
side of it you're on, that I was in the right plale at the right 
time. But I can't be everywhere. I don't delude myself that 
I catch them all. So. I think of those two ind1v1dual hunters 
1 wonder. if I hadn't been there. and 1f both of them 
harvested a deer. which one could look in the mirror and 
have the greatest satisfaction with how they did it? I think 
each would have a very different tale to tell !!I! 
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